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Introduction

The U.S. and Mexico have become increasingly closer, particularly during the last
decade of the 20th century. Both countries are connected with a so-called "Free Trade
Agreement," and capital investment from the U.S. to.Mexico has accelerated at a rapid
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pace during this time.' The next to the largest importer of goods and products into the
U.S. is currently Mexico, and many experts anticipate it will soon become the largest
exporter to the U.S. in the very near future.2 Many political policies of the two countries
seem to be coming closer and more congruent,3 including the current immigration policy
discussions between Presidents Bush and Fox.
Mexico is now very much a part of the international commercial community. It
has a relatively stable political environment, due in part to recent amendments to Mexico's Election Law that have provided a reliable election process, gaining the approval
of other countries and international organizations such as the United Nations. Transnational companies have gained from Mexico's labor force and its Government's position
in favor of globalization and economic growth.
Since the adoption of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the
flow of foreign investment to Mexico has increased dramatically. From 1994 to 1998,
direct annual investment in Mexico was almost US $10 billion, compared to about US
$4 billion per year before NAFTA. 4 Of the total foreign investment during that period,
US $24.67 billion came from U.S.6 companies.' By the end of 1998, almost 10,000 foreign
firms were operating in Mexico.
As we see these changes, we Americans seem to be more interested in Mexico, and
how our neighbor to the South currently is and what it will become. But we still know
little about Mexico's legal system and seem to have little to no understanding about
Mexico's laws that govern real property and how the commercial real estate industry is,
sometimes, wildly different from the system used in the United States. There seems to
have been almost no serious articles written about the comparative differences between
our two systems and how they apply to commercial real estate transactions. This article
sets out to provide, at a minimum, an overview and comparative analysis of U.S. and
Mexican real estate law and its applicability to commercial real estate transactions. It is
written from a lawyer's perspective and does not discuss or contemplate residential or
similar personal-use real property.
Mexico's civil law legal system has its origins in the Napoleonic code, while United
States' common law came from elsewhere within England's court rulings, as one of
the early genesis of real estate principles. Under Mexico's civil code legal system, the
applicable law is codified and united in codes, which are the principal source of law,
while jurisprudence is a secondary source of law. In Mexico, leases and purchases and
sales of real estate property are civil acts (as opposed to commercial transactions), and

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) entered into force in Canada, the
United States, and Mexico on January 1, 1994. Designed to foster increased trade and investment among the partners, NAFTA contains a schedule for tariff elimination and reduction
of non-tariff barriers, as well as comprehensive provisions on the conduct of business in
the "free-trade" area. These include disciplines on the regulation of investment, services,
intellectual property, competition and the temporary entry of businesspersons.
According to statistics published by the Mexican Secretary of Economy from January to
December of 2000, Mexico exported $151 billion dollars to the United States.
Two Amigos Visit Toledo and Court Its Mexicans, NY TIMES, Sept. 7, 2001.
According to statistics published by the American Chamber of Commerce of Mexico.
Id.
According to figures of the Mexican Secretary of Commerce.
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are regulated by the local civil code of each of the Mexican States. However, each State
has enacted a civil code similar to the Federal Civil Code, or C6digo Civil Federal. A
more detailed discussion of the civil law legal system and the common law legal system
is beyond the scope of this article.
The two legal systems, and their applicability to real estate transactions, are strikingly
different in many respects. There are, however, many fundamental concepts, which are
largely the same at their core. This article sets out to describe some of the differences
and commonalties of both. It also provides a basic overview of how both Mexico and
the United States (and the States therein) impose taxation upon the use and sale of real
property within each country.
A.

GENERAL PRINCIPALS AND RESTRICTIONS OF REAL ESTATE
OWNERSHIP FROM THE MEXICAN CONSTITUTION

The Mexican Constitution establishes that the ownership of land originally belonged
to the nation or state, which transferred it to the private individuals.7 This is something
quite different from the U.S. system that does not grant the U.S. government any particular rights in real property. In Mexico, the state is responsible for the natural resources
of the subsoil and waters, such as minerals, oil, gas, lakes, and rivers, which cannot be
owned by individuals. The Mexican Constitution currently prohibits private ownership
of such natural resources. However, these resources may be exploited under concessions
granted by the state.8
Even though concessions (the right to acquire domain over land, waters, and subsoil) are granted to Mexicans and foreigners, there are many restrictions imposed. For
instance, the foreign investor must agree before the Secretaria de Relaciones Exteriores or
SRE (Secretary of Foreign Relations) to be considered as Mexican in connection with
those assets.9 This means, among other things, the foreign investor may not invoke the
protection of their own governments in connection with these assets, under
the penalty
of forfeiting the assets they have acnuired in favor of th Me4vcan state.' 0 This agree
ment is known as the "Calvo Clause" (Cidusula Calvo) or Barren Clause, named after
Argentinean jurist Carlos Calvo."
Furthermore, due to constitutional restrictions, non-Mexican citizens and most foreign companies, cannot acquire direct ownership of real estate in fee simple, within an
area of 100 kilometers along the Mexican international borders or 50 kilometers along
the coast. This area is known as the "restricted zone" (zona prohibida).12 However, Mexico's law of foreign investment provides that foreigners may acquire rights over real estate
located in this "restricted zone" through a civil law trust (fideicomiso), with a Mexican
7.

MEX.CONST. §27 (1999).

8.

Id. at §27.

9.

Foreign Investment Law, §10.

10.

MEX. CONST., supra note 7, §27, 1.

11.

According to the doctrine developed by Carlos Calvo, a foreigner must waive diplomatic
protection of his or her native country and any rights acquired under International Law and

12.

appear only before the local courts of the State he or she resides in. Foreigners may receive
an equal treatment but do not have the right to receive a more favorable treatment.
MEX. CONST., supra note 7, §27.
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banking institution required as trustee (along with their fees) and a foreign individual or
corporation as beneficiary.1" The parties must obtain authorization from the Secretary
of Foreign relations, and the term of these trusts is currently limited to fifty years, which
may be extended by request of one of the parties.' 4
This provision of the Mexican federal statute makes it possible for transactions and
foreign investments in Mexican real estate developments or resorts to take place within
the restricted zone. The regulations of the law of foreign investment provide that foreign
investors, whether individuals or corporations, may acquire beneficiary rights in a Mexican trust. Additionally, the foreign investor can acquire stock of Mexican corporations
that own real estate located in the "restricted zone, provided that these corporations
make an investment in industrial or tourist activities and satisfy other criteria."
Under Mexican law, ownership of real estate property may be structured as follows:
(a) Mexican citizens owning real estate property throughout the Mexican territory.
(b) Mexican entities that have included in their bylaws an "exclusion of foreign
investment clause," providing that the entity shall not have, directly or indirectly,
as partners or shareholders, foreign individuals and/or entities, nor Mexican
entities with a "foreign investment clause."' 6 These entities may own real estate
property throughout the Mexican territory.
(c) Mexican entities with a "foreign investment clause" in their bylaws: providing
the possibility of accepting foreign partners or shareholders. These entities may
acquire real estate property outside the "restricted zone."'7 These entities must
settle a civil law trust with a Mexican bank to acquire real estate property for
residential purposes within the "restricted zone" and obtain authorization from
the Secretary of Foreign Relations. For non-residential purposes, only a notice
to the Secretary of Foreign Relations must be delivered. 18
(d) Foreign entities and foreign individuals may settle a civil law trust with a Mexican bank to acquire real estate property for any purpose within the "restricted
zone," provided they obtain authorization from the Secretary of Foreign Relations. 9 Outside of the "restricted zone," they must obtain authorization from
the Secretary of Foreign Relations and agree not invoke the protection of their
own governments in connection with these assets (i.e., the Calvo Clause). 2°
The authors consider Mexico's law of foreign investment largely as a method of
circumventing the prohibitions of the Mexican Constitution, without requiring the government to take the politically unpalatable step of repealing the restrictions on foreign
ownership of Mexican real estate that has its genesis in the Mexican revolution.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Authorization must be granted by the Secretary of Foreign Relations, Law of Foreign Investment Law, supra note 11, § 11.
Id. §§11, 12.
Id. §12.
Id. §§2, 10.
Id. §10.
Id. §10.
Id. §§11.
Id. §§10, 11.
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B.

CLASSIFICATION OF TYPES OF MEXICAN REAL ESTATE

In Mexico, there is a type of real property known as "agrarian property," which is
rural property classified in several categories, including parcels of communal property.
This property is granted to common land holders or communities known as ejidos. The
concepts of ejidos have their origins in the Mexican revolution that produced various
tangible legal concepts that were incorporated into Mexico's constitution. 21 Ejidos have
22
their own series of rules and restrictions imposed upon them by Mexican federal law.
These common land holdings are somewhat like a type of partnership, but made up
exclusively of indigenous Mexicans. The U.S. does not have a similar concept set forth
in the U.S. Constitution.
These ejidos consist of land, woods and waters delivered by the state at no cost,
under an ownership scheme that cannot generally be transferred or seized.2 ' The purpose
of this type of property is to allow the exploitation and operation of natural resources
through the work of its members. 24 This property cannot be
negotiated or owned directly
25
by individuals and, hence, instead is owned communally.
The closest counter part of an ejido in the U.S. is probably Native American reservation land that may be communally owned. However, unlike the legal framework of
ejidos in Mexico, the regulation of reservation land does not derive from the U.S. Constitution, but from federal statutes instead. Native Americans have their own sovereignty,
which has been recognized by the U.S. Government's recognition of the Native Americans' government. 26 Another characteristic of U.S. reservation land is that it is made up
of allotted areas and communal property as well. 27 Additionally, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA) must approve every agreement 28to alienate or sell reservation land; thus,
the BIA is a Federal Agency acting as trustee.
1.

Title Evidence: Deeds

The basic concept of real estate ownership in the U.S. and Mexico is largely the
g;a1p.

Under U.S. law, the basic concept of ownership of a thing is the right of one or
more persons to possess and use it to the exclusion of others, and the thing that may
be owned is called property.29 The term "ownership" and "owner" are also applied to
interests that do not amount to complete legal title, such as persons in legal possession

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

CONST., supra note 7, §27, VII.
The principle statute is set forth in the Agrarian Law, which is a Federal statute.
Agrarian Law, §9 (Mexico).
Id. §§42, 43.
Id. §99, III.
According to information published by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, more than 550 Federally
recognized Tribes in the U.S. have a government-to-government relationship with the U.S.
government.
Many tribes are organized under the INDIAN REORGANIZATION ACT (IRA) of 1934.
According to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, nearly all lands of Indian Tribes are held in trust
by the U.S. In order for an individual to extinguish the trust, approval must be granted by
the Secretary of the Interior.
See CAL. Clv. CODE, §654 (2001); cf RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF PROP. §10 (1944).
MEX.
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of property who have one or more interests. 3' For instance, a real property tenant does
not generally have legal title but has incidence of ownership with their rights to use and
exclude others therefrom. 3'
Likewise, in Mexico the term "owner" applies to the person who is able to use and
dispose of a thing.3 2 In the event that the owner of a Mexican thing allows someone
else to have its temporary possession, the two of them will be considered in possession
of the thing, the owner having the "original possession" (posesi6n originaria) and the
trustee, lessee, or depositary having the "derived possession" (posesi6n derivada).33 For
instance, a Mexican landlord has34posesi6n originaria,whereas the tenant of that Mexican
real estate has posesi6n derivada.
In United States real estate transactions, the parties generally seek evidence that the
title they will acquire is marketable, that the property involved in the operation is free of
liens and encumbrances, and that the other party (i.e., seller or landlord) is the legitimate
owner of the property. These protections are as equally important to the property owner
in Mexico as they are to the U.S. property owner, since possession and the right to use
and enjoy the property is the basis of ownership.
2.

Deeds, Title Insurance, Eviction, and Recording

The main evidence of title in both countries is the Deed, which is a written instrument that transfers or conveys title to real property.35 To be effective in the United States,
the Deed must be written, must name a grantor and grantee, must be subscribed by the
grantor and must be delivered to and accepted by the grantee. 36 These are the minimum
requirements for a valid Deed, and if they are all present, the Deed is effective to transfer title to the grantee, but if any one of the essential elements is missing, the Deed is
ineffective to transfer title.37 It is not essential that the Deed be under seal.3"
The grantor's signature need not be witnessed or acknowledged to make the transfer
of title effective. However, acknowledgment is required for the document to be recorded.
While it is not necessary that a Deed be recorded to transfer title (since title is transferred
by duly executed and delivered unrecorded Deed), the document should be recorded to
give constructive notice to subsequent parties who deal with the property. Additionally,
recordation of the Deed in the public records is prima facie evidence of the existence and
content of the original recorded document, and of its execution and delivery by each
person who executed it.

30. See Id.
31. Id.
32.

C6digo Civil para el Distrito Federal (C.C.D.F.) art. 830.

33. C.C.D.F. art. 791.
34. The lessor must deliver lessee possession of the leased property. Id. §2412.
35.
36.

CAL. CIV. CODE §1039.
CAL. CIv. CODE §1091; CAL. CODE OF CIV. PRO. §1971.

37.

Cordano v. Wright, 159 Cal. 610, 617-19 (1911).

38.

CAL. CIV. CODE, §1629.
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3.

Types of Deeds

In California, the Civil Code sets forth a simple form of Deed that can be used
to transfer title to real property.39 This statutory form of Deed is known as a "Grant
Deed" because of the specific reference to the word "Grant" in its operative words of
conveyance. A Grant Deed is the most commonly used document to transfer title to
real property in California. Through a Grant Deed a person grants an interest in real
property to another individual."0 A Grant Deed is presumed to convey the grantor's
entire interest in the property, unless otherwise derived from the deed itself.4
A less frequently used form of conveyance in the United States is a Quitclaim Deed,
which transfers whatever interest the grantor may have in the property. Unlike the Grant
Deed, a Quitclaim Deed does not contain any implied covenant of freedom from encumbrances regarding the grantor's right of possession.Warranty Deeds are used infrequently in the United States because of the common
use of title insurance. A Warranty Deed expressly warrants title and the quiet possession
of the property to the grantee.43 The grantor agrees to defend the premises against any
unlawful claim to the title or possession of the property.44
4.

Title Insurance and Escrow

Due to the great complexity of modern real estate titles in the United States, the
use of title insurance to guaranty title is an accepted fact. It is always customary that
the title of the seller be insured as a necessary condition to the conveyance. The practice
of obtaining title insurance has grown to the point that a buyer will rarely accept title
to U.S. property without appropriate insurance coverage regardless of the condition of
legal title.
Title company practice, therefore, has become very important in the conveyance of
U.S. real estate. For this45 reason, title companies have been called the "supreme court on
titles in real property.1
A title insurance policy is defined in California by its Insurance Code as a contract insuring, guaranteeing, or indemnifying owners of real or personal property or the
holders of liens or encumbrances thereon, or others interested therein, against loss or
damage suffered by reason of: (a) liens or encumbrances on, or defects in, the title to
said property; (b) invalidity or unenforceability of any liens or encumbrances thereon;
(c) incorrectness of searches relating to the title to real or personal property.46 The policy
of title insurance is a contract of indemnity and not of guaranty in which the insurer
promises to indemnify the insured against losses resulting from defects in the title or

39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

46.

Id. §1092.
Id. §1092.
Id. §1105.
Southern Pac. Co. v. Dore, 168 P. 147, 147 (Cal. App. 1917).
Tropico Land & Improvement Co. v. Lambourn, 148 P. 206, 208 (Cal. 1915).
CAL. CIv. CODE §3304.
See 4 WITKIN, SUMMARY OF CAL. LAW REAL PROPERTY
CAL. INS. CODE §§104, 12340.

(9th ed.

1999) §214, et seq.
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from liens or encumbrances affecting the title as described in the policy at the time that
the policy was issued.47
The standard type of title insurance used in the U.S. is the CLTA form of Owner's
Standard Coverage Policy. CLTA Insurance is used for all types of property and basically
provides protection against matters of record. In most large commercial transactions, the
preferred policy is the ALTA Owner's policy, which provides protection for off-record
matters that could be discovered by a physical inspection of the property. The premium
for ALTA coverage is generally thirty percent more than the premium for CLTA coverage.
Many endorsements are offered by the title insurance industry to cover specific concerns
and can be attached to either the CLTA or ALTA form of policy.
In contrast, in Mexico any person who sells or transfers the use and possession
of real estate is required by law to warranty the title of the property and the right of
possession (somewhat like a U.S. Warranty Deed).48 This means that if for any reason
the purchaser or user of the property loses its ownership or possession, the seller or
lessor must indemnify the purchaser or lessee. The practical problems associated with
enforcing a right of indemnification are largely the same in Mexico as they are in the
U.S. For instance, if the transferor of defective title is gone (or has no assets), it may
be difficult, if not impossible, for the transferee to have an adequate remedy against the
transferor of the real estate.
Until recently, U.S.-type title insurance or a similar type of indemnification agreement; did not exist in Mexico. However, in 1996, Chicago Title Insurance Co. entered
into a re-insurance treaty with Grupo Nacional Provincial (G&P) one of Mexico's largest
insurance companies offering title insurance through G&P's agent, Title Insurance de
Mexico. The policies offered are similar in coverage to the ALTA policy offered in the
United States. These policies cover commercial property throughout Mexico including
beachfront and border properties. The policies can be issued in either U.S. Dollars or
Mexican Pesos and can be written to insure the fee estate, leasehold, trust or beneficial
ownership. The policies may be obtained by Mexican corporate entities (domestic or
foreign owned) or Mexican nationals as well as U.S. and foreign citizens.
A U.S. buyer of real estate in Mexico may obtain a Direct Access Endorsement to the
Mexican Title Insurance Policy. This endorsement permits presentation and settlement
of claims with Chicago Title in the United States without having to go through the
Mexican court system. The authors are not aware of any claims (to date) that have been
brought in the U.S. under one of these Mexican title insurance policies. By obtaining the
endorsement, the insured can deal directly with Chicago Title on all matters concerning
the policy. The premium cost for a title policy equivalent to that in the United
States is
49
approximately five times greater than the premium cost in the United States.
47.
48.
49.

King v. Stanley, 197 P. 2d 321, 325 (Cal. 1948).
C.C.D.F., art. 2412(iv).
According to information published by TIM at httpp://titlemex.com/coverage.htm, basic pol-

icy coverage provides a purchaser/lessee of real property, or a lender secured by real property,
protection against loss in the event that title to the property is encumbered or defeated by
the interests of third parties, not otherwise disclosed in the policy. Among the risks against
which the insured is protected are the following:

1. Agrarian matters.
2. Mortgages.
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Copies of the American CLTA and ALTA policy used in the United States and Policy
Insurance Procedures and Application for Title Insurance used in Mexico are attached
in the Appendix.
Even though this type of "new" title insurance is available in Mexico, the most
important source of information will continue to be the Public Registry records, so the
parties should always consult them. Also, this insurance should not be confused with the
certificado de libertad de gravmen, or lien-free certificate, which is a document issued
by the Public Register where the real property is located, stating that there are no liens
on the property at the time it is issued.
Escrows are used extensively in the United States. An escrow involves the deposit of
documents and/or money with a third party (often the Title Company) to be delivered
on the occurrence of some condition. Since the buyer does not want to part with the
purchase price until he or she is certain of receiving title that is marketable at the time
the deed is recorded. Likewise, the Seller does not want to risk transfer of title until
he or she has received the purchase money. Hence, the use of an escrow to receive
the documents and money and deliver them in accordance with the instructions of the
parties.
In Mexico, the parties do not use third party escrow holders. Rather, the Notary
Public serves as the intermediary. The purchase price is paid in his presence, and the
Deed is signed before the Notary Public at the same time that the purchase price is paid.
Traditionally, the system for conferring title of ownership or possession in Mexico
has been done through a Public Notary and then recorded before the Public Registry,
because the title of ownership analyzed and recorded by the Public Notary is a valid
public document."0 All titles of ownership, as well as mortgages and other liens or
encumbrances on real estate, must be recorded in the public registers, and therefore they
should always be consulted before entering into a real estate transaction.5 1
In the event any document or transaction that, according to Mexican law must be
recorded in the Public Register, is not recorded; it shall not have any negative legal
naninct third nartpc

ffpts

52
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transaction before court, or the recordation of the document or transaction to comply
with legal requirements.5 3
C.

THE ROLE OF A NOTARY PUBLIC (Notario Priblico)
IN MEXICAN REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS

In Mexico, the role of a Notary Public (Notario Pablico) is very different from its
counterpart in the U.S. A Mexican Notary is an attorney who, after passing several
3. Tax liens.
4. Easements.

5. Contractual obligations restricting the use of the property.
6. Adverse possession by a third party.
50.

C6digo Federal de Procedimientos Civiles (C.F.P.C.) art. 129, 130.

51.

Regulation of the Public Register of Property of the Federal District, §1.

52.
53.

C.C.D.F. art. 3007.
Id. art. 2232.
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examinations that focus on different fields of Mexican law, obtains an authorization
(called a patent) granted by the Government of each State of Mexico. 4 Thus, the Mexican
Notary performs a quasi-public function delegated by the State government, holding
office for life unless he or she is removed for cause.55 The Notary Public is invested
with the authority to attest documents, and is empowered to draft documents, verify
the acts therein, and record documents before the Public Registry.5 6 Other acts that are
necessarily performed before a Notary include the drafting of wills, the incorporation of
companies and any amendments to their bylaws, the granting of powers of attorney, and
certifying real estate transactions such as sales, purchases and certain leases.5 7 This means
that in order for certain transactions to be valid under Mexican law, they necessarily
must be formalized before a Notary Public through a public deed.58
Notaries are also legal advisors to the parties in operations authorized under their
signature, and also often draft the corresponding documents." In some cases, the parties
negotiate the terms and conditions of the transaction and draft the agreement (with
the assistance of Mexican counsel who is not a Notary Public), and then appear before
the Public Notary to formalize the agreement as required by law. 60 In other cases, the
parties negotiate the terms and conditions of the real estate transaction and ask the
Public Notary to draft the agreement and to formalize it. In each of these scenarios
the documents issued by a Public Notary are valid public documents and their validity
cannot generally be objected to. 6 Accordingly, documents issued by a Public Notary are
62
considered to be true and legal in any legal controversy brought before a Mexican court.
Certain documents must be recorded in Public Registers, such as that of Property (real
estate) or Commerce (corporations) as officially certified documents. 63 Every Notary is

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

61.
62.
63.

Ley del Notariadopar el Distrito Federal (Notary Law for the Federal District), §1.
NOTARY LAW FOR THE FEDERAL DISTRICT,

§133.

The ownership of real estate is recorded in Public Registers, depending on the type of property. All Registers are public and therefore third parties are able to research its files and know
all the operations that have been made in connection with a specific property.
C.C.D.F. arts. 1511, 2551, 3005; GENERAL COMMERCIAL CORPORATIONS' LAW §5.
C.F.P.C. arts. §129, 130.
NOTARY LAW FOR THE FEDERAL DISTRICT

§10.

According to Federal Civil Code, articles 2316, 2320, if the value of appraisal of the real
estate is greater than 365 times the minimum wage salary, the purchase and sale agreement
must be in writing, executed before a Public Notary and recorded in the Public Register
of Property. The current minimum wage salary equals N$ 37.90, and therefore 37.90 pesos
times 365, equals N$ 13,833 (or approximately US $1,400). If the real property value exceeds
this amount, the transaction requires the participation of a Notary Public. Likewise, Section
2406 of the Federal Civil Code, provides that real estate lease agreements must be in writing.
Similarly, in certain Mexican States such as Jalisco, lease agreements with a lease term longer
than six years must be recorded in the Public Register of Property (Civil Code for the State
of Jalisco, §2045).
F.C.P.C. arts. 129, 130.
Id. arts. 129, 130.
The main Registers in Mexico are twofold. First, the Public Register of Property, which records
property that belongs to private individuals, and contains information such as surface area,
location and boundaries, name of the owner and operation by which it was acquired, and any
liens or encumbrances that exist on the property. Second, the Public Register of Commerce
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also responsible, and in charge of, calculating taxes and requesting their clients to pay
these amounts, and they, in turn, pay them to the tax authorities.
1. Principle Differences with the Role of a U.S. Notary Public
The Mexican Notary Public is an official who possesses much greater rank and
responsibility than the Notary Public in the United States, who is not required to be, and
rarely is, a licensed attorney. A U.S. Notary is only authorized to (i) certify or witness
the signing of documents, (ii) administer oaths, and (iii) act as an impartial witness
regarding the signing of documents.64 U.S. Notaries are forbidden to give legal advice,
draft or prepare legal documents for others or act as a legal advisor, unless he or she is
also an attorney. Unlike Mexican Notaries, they are also not responsible for the accuracy
or legality of documents they notarize, since they only certify the identity of signers.
The parties themselves (e.g., a signatory) and their legal advisors, are responsible for the
content of the documents.
U.S. notaries, of course, have no role or obligations regarding the collection and
payment of U.S. taxes of any kind (see Mexican tax discussion below).
2.

Common Functions of the Notaries

The only common functions of the U.S. Notary Public and the Mexican Notary
Public, are they both can (i) certify the signing of and authenticate signatures of documents (including public documents such as Deeds), (ii) administer oaths, and (iii) act
as an impartial witness (e.g., before the signing of a Will). 6"
D.

MEXICAN TAX CONSIDERATIONS FOR MEXICAN
REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS

There are several federal and municipal taxes applicable to the transfer of real estate
111 LVILAJ.UO.

1.

Mexican Income Tax

Commonly, the main cost for the seller is the Impuesto Sobre la Renta (ISR) or
Income Tax. A Mexican resident corporation 66 is liable for corporate income tax on its
worldwide income. The corporate income tax rate in Mexico is 35 percent. Mexican
corporations selling real estate are taxed on the capital gain realized from the transaction. The capital gains are normally included in gross receipts and subject to the yearly
income tax. The income must be reflected in the advance income tax payments (pagos
provisionales) corresponding to the period in which the transaction is to be recognized.
In order to compute the capital gain on the sale of land, the taxpayer must subtract from

records corporations and partnerships, and related entity information such as names, address,
main business activities and representatives of recorded.
CIV.

§§1185, 1196.

64.

CAL.

65.
66.

Id. §§1185, 1196.; Notary Law for the Federal District §§80, 81.

CODE

A resident company is one that has established the principal administration of its business
in Mexico.
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the sale price the cost of acquisition (tax basis), adjusted by the Mexican inflationary
rate (Indice Nacional de Precios al Consunidor).

A nonresident corporation with a permanent establishment in Mexico is also liable
for Mexican corporate income tax, at the general 35 percent rate, on any income effectively connected to the permanent establishment. Accordingly, capital gains realized by
a nonresident corporation with a permanent establishment in Mexico are imposed in
the same terms as indicated above. As a rule of thumb, a permanent establishment is
deemed to exist in Mexico if the nonresident corporation maintains a place in which
business activities are conducted, or if the nonresident conducts its activities in Mexico
through a "dependant" agent. However, several other events may also create a permanent
establishment in accordance with Mexican income tax law and the tax treaties.
On the other hand, income obtained by nonresidents without a permanent establishment is subject to income tax withholding in Mexico if such income is effectively
connected to a "Mexican source of wealth." As a general rule, the transfer of real estate
located in Mexico is from a "Mexican source of wealth" and therefore subject to Mexican
withholding tax at a 20 percent rate on the gross proceeds. Nevertheless, the nonresident,
under certain circumstances, may opt out of this withholding tax regime and instead be
subject to tax at a rate of 40 percent on net gain.
2.

Asset Tax

The Asset Tax (Impuesto al Activo, or the "IMPAC") levies the assets, including real
estate, owned by resident and nonresidents with permanent establishment, if such assets
are used in business activities carried out in Mexico. The IMPAC is currently assessed at
a rate of 1.8 percent on the value of the assets. The IMPAC has an effect similar to the
"Alternative Minimum Tax" implemented in the United States, the purpose of which is
to enforce the payment of income tax. Thus, under the IMPAC system, the income tax
may be credited against the yearly amount of IMPAC. Hence if the income tax due is
higher than the IMPAC, no IMPAC amount is to be owed by the taxpayer.
Importantly, the IMPAC is not a tax that can be credited in the U.S. (for the U.S.
owner) for purposes of calculating the U.S. foreign tax credit.67
3.

Value Added Tax

Additionally, the buyer may pay a 15 percent value added tax, commonly referred to
as the IVA, or Impuesto al Valor Agregado, to the Federal Government.68 The IVA rate is
generally only 10 percent in the international border region; however, this 10 percent rate
does not apply to real estate. This IVA tax is only applicable when there are nonresidential
improvements added to the land, and is calculated by paying 15 percent of the value of
the nonresidential improvements added to the land during the time the seller owned the
property.69 As a general rule, the value of the land and improvements is agreed upon
by the parties for purposes of paying the IVA. The value of the improvements may be
calculated by using the so-called "80-20 rule,' which assumes that 80 percent of the sales
67.
68.
69.

I.R.C. §901(b) (2001).
Ley del Irnpuesto al Valor Agregado (Value Added Tax Law), §1.
Id. §9, II.
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price represents the construction and building value and 20 percent represents the land
value. There are many other methods of calculating the value of the improvements for
purposes of determining the Impuesto al Valor Agregado. In the case of a raw land sale,
no IVA is paid.7" The seller must pay the IVA to the Notary, who in turn has 15 working
days from the time of the Deed signatures are witnessed to remit the payment to the
Secretaria de Hacienda y Credito Pablico (the Mexican equivalent of the U.S. Internal
Revenue Service). 7
4.

Real Property Transfer Tax (ISAI)

Next, the buyer also pays a real estate transfer tax or ISAI (Impuesto Sobre Adquisici6n
de Inmuebles) to the local Municipality (Tesoreria). The buyer pays the ISAI to the Notary,
who in turns pays it to the Tesoreria. The total transfer tax is usually 2 to 4 percent of
the greater of either (1) the real estate tax valuation or (2) the total sales price (which
is almost always the greater amount). The ISAI must generally be paid within 30 days
after the deed signatures are witnessed by the Notary Public.
5.

Property Tax (Impuesto Predial)

The Property Tax (Impuesto Predial) is a Municipal tax levied on owners and possessors of real estate. The tax base is the official value of the property recorded by the
local tax authorities (valor catastral); however, some times the basis is determined by the
appraisal value of the property. The applicable tax rate may vary from place to place.
6.

Public Recording Fees

Next, the Notary must obtain the registration of the sale from the Public Registry.
To obtain this registration of sale, the Notary must have (1) the lien-free certificate
(certificado de libertad de gravamen), (2) the real estate tax valuation (avaltio), (3) the
signed deed (escritura ptiblica), (4) the proof of payment of the capital gains like tax
(impuesto sobre la renta), (5) the proof of payment of real estate transfer tax (impuesto
sobre adquisici6n de inmuebles), and (6) proof of payment of the value added tax (IVA
or impuesto al valor agregado).72
Please see the appendices attachment, U.S. Tax Implications of Foreign Investment
in U.S. Real Estate, for a comparative discussion about how the U.S. imposes income
taxation on foreign investors of U.S. real estate.

E.

THE ROLE OF GUARANTIES IN FINANCING REAL ESTATE
TRANSACTIONS IN MEXICO AND THE U.S.

In recent years cross-border operations between the U.S. and Mexico have greatly
increased, especially in the manufacturing and assembling sector. Most of the U.S. corporations (parent corporations) typically establish a subsidiary in Mexico to conduct the

70.
71.
72.

Id. §9, I.
Id. §33.
Notary Law for the Federal District §79.
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Mexican commercial business operations. This subsidiary enters into the Lease Agreement with a Mexican lessor. The Mexican subsidiary will normally not have significant
assets. Accordingly, the guarantee of performance of the U.S. subsidiary may be just as
important as the Lease Agreement itself, since the lessor generally wants assurance that a
third party will guarantee the obligations that the newly formed corporation will acquire
under the Lease Agreement.
The parent corporation then typically enters into a Lease Guaranty with the Mexican
Lessor, under the form of a Guaranty of Payment. This type of guaranty is generally
a direct obligation, depending upon its terms. A direct obligation is preferred by the
Mexican Lessor, as the beneficiary of the guaranty, so it may sue either the person
primary liable (Mexican Lessee), or sue the guarantor, without having to previously
exhaust any efforts to collect from the primary obligor.
TYPICAL U.S./MEXICO
CROSS-BORDER COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTATE LEASE TRANSACTION

Ownership
Mexican Subsidiary
(LESSEE)

I

U.S. Parent Corporation
(GUARANTOR)

Lease Agreement under
Mexican Law

Guaranty of Payment
(Frequently, under Parent
Corporation's country of
origin)

In the scenario of a cross-border Lease Agreement, the Guaranty of Payment usually
has the following key elements:
(a) The Guarantor has the same obligations of the Guaranty as the subsidiary corporation has on the Lease Agreement.
(b) The Guarantor will be a guarantor of the Lessee's obligations to the Lessor if,
pursuant to the Lease Guaranty Agreement, the Lessor has the right to demand
payment or compliance against the Guarantor for the Lessor's obligations to the
Lessee.
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The Guarantor becomes a guarantor "pursuant to contract" that is the Lease
Guaranty. The parties can establish anything they mutually agree on permitted by law, so the terms of the Guarantor's responsibility will depend on the
commercial and business relationship between the parties and on the terms and
conditions agreed to by them.
However, a guaranty is generally more than a contract because it involves three
separate relationships. First, the Lessee has an underlying obligation to the Lessor to
perform the obligations acquired in the Lease Agreement. Second, the Guarantor has
a secondary obligation, established in the Guaranty, to pay the Lessor in the event of
non-performance by the Lessee. Third, the Lessee will typically have a reimbursement
and other obligations to the Guarantor in the event that the Guarantor is required to
pay or incur economic costs in favor of the Lessor under the Guaranty.
In each of these relationships there are reciprocal obligations between the parties,
and a party may have defenses based on the performance or non-performance of the
other two parties involved. For instance, the Guarantor could be partially or totally
discharged from its obligations under the Guaranty in the event that the Lessor releases
the Lessee from the Lease Agreement.
(c)

1.

TraditionalForms of Guarantiesin Mexico
a.

Bond Contract or Fianza

In Mexico, traditionally the performance of the Lessee under Lease Agreements is
guaranteed by a bond contract (fianza), or by establishing a third party as a joint obligor
(obligado solidario) by inserting a clause in the Lease Agreement.
The bond contract is an agreement in which a person agrees to pay a creditor in the
event of failure of payment of the debtor.73 In the case of commercial transactions such as
Lease Agreements, the Lessee must enter into a bond contract with a financial institution
specialized in providing commercial bonds (Instituci6n Afianzadora). The disadvantage
of this type of guaran tv ; thnt the hnndi contract does not create a direct obligation, and,
in consequence, the Lessor will have to demand payment first from the Lessee. In the
event that he is unable to perform, the Lessor will be empowered to demand payment
from the financial institution.
b.

Joint Obligor or obligado solidario

The joint obligor (obligado solidario) is a third party who agrees to pay the Lessor
in the event of the Lessee's non-performance.74 Under Mexican Law, the parties must
expressly agree to a joint obligor by inserting a Clause in the Lease Agreement stating the
obligor's name, and the terms and conditions of payment to the Lessor, in the event of
non-performance by the Lessee.7" The Lessor must carefully negotiate the terms of this
Clause in order to establish a direct obligation in his favor, so that he will be empowered
to demand performance directly to the joint obligor, without having to first demand
payment from the Lessee. In order for this Clause to establish a direct obligation of the

73.
74.
75.

C.C.D.F. art. 2794.
Id. art. 1987.
Id. art. 1988.
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Lessor, the joint obligor must expressly waive the benefits of the so-called "order and
exclusion" (beneficio de orden y excusi6n).
A guarantor has two rights or benefits under Mexican law, known as the beneficio
de orden y excusi6n. The concept means that a guarantor cannot be forced to pay a
creditor if the creditor has not previously brought a legal proceeding against the debtor,
and his assets have been exhausted.76 "Excusi6n" is a legal action against the assets of
the principal debtor before proceeding against those of the guarantor, by applying the
value of the debtor's assets to the payment of the obligation, which shall then reduce the
77
obligation under the guaranty.
Mexican Federal Circuit Courts have ruled that a plaintiff, before suing the guarantor
or filing a claim against him, must first previously sue and conclude a civil trial against
the principal debtor. Only after doing so, assuming a debt is still owed, may the creditor
78
then sue the guarantor.
Excusi6n shall not take place in the event a guarantor has expressly waived this right
or benefit. 79 The Supreme Court of Mexico has ruled that if a guarantor expressly waives
the benefits of orden y excusi6n, then a creditor may demand payment either against the
principal debtor or the guarantor, without having to first demand payment against the
principal debtor."
The Mexican Supreme Court has also ruled that in the case of a lease agreement, if
the guarantor waived the benefits granted by Sections 2814, 2845, 2848, and 2849 of the
Federal Civil Code, he or she may not invoke the benefits provided by such Sections. 1
Additionally, regarding the issue of jurisdiction and choice of venue, in the event
the obligations of a guarantor are regulated in a specific Clause of a lease agreement,
then the obligations of the guarantor derive from the lease agreement. The provisions
of the lease agreement, then, shall determine Mexican law provides the corresponding
jurisdiction and venue. The court, which has jurisdiction over the lease agreement, shall
have jurisdiction over matters pertaining to the guaranty (as an "accessory" agreement)
of the lease (as the "principal" agreement). The Federal Circuits Courts in a case in
Mexico City held this opinion.82
Also, in a case in the State of Nuevo Le6n, Mexico, the Federal Court hearing a
guaranty case ruled that even though a guarantor is not physically located within the

76.
77.
78.

79.
80.
81.
82.

C.C.D.F. art. 2814.
Id. art. 2815.
See ruling Orden Beneficio de Cuando Nace el Derecho Del acreedor Para Demandar al Fiador
el Cumplimiento del Contrato, Octava Epoca, Primer Tribunal Colegiado en Materia Civil y
de Trabajo del Segundo Circuito, Semanario Judicial de la Federaci6n, Parte XIV-Septiembre,
I.1o.C.T198C, Pagina 377.
C.C.D.F. art. 2816, I.
See ruling Fiador, Efectos de la Renuncia por el a Los Beneficios de Orden y Excusion, Quinta
Epoca, Tercera Sala, Semanario Judicial de la Federaci6n, Parte LXX, Pdigina 505.
See ruling Fiador en el Arrendamiento, Renuncia de Beneficios Legales por el, Quinta Epoca,
Tercera Sala, Semanario Judicial de la Federaci6n, Parte LXXXII, Pdgina 82.
See ruling Arrendamiento Inmobiliario, Competencia de los Jueces del, Cuando se Demanda
al Fiador, Octava epoca, Cuarto Tribunal Colegiado en Materia Civil del Primer Circuito, Semanario Judicial de la Federaci6n, Parte IX-Abril, PAgina 428.
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jurisdiction of the court, he or she is subject to the jurisdiction of the place where the
obligation must be performed.83

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)

2. Issues to Consider in the Guaranty of Payment (Regarding U.S.
Law/California)
The Guaranty of Payment is a secondary and not a primary obligation, and can
only exist where there is a principal liability on the part of the third person,
either express or implied 4
Three parties are involved in the Guaranty of Payment: the person obligated by
the underlying agreement, the person before whom the obligation is acquired,
and the person guaranteeing performance of the obligation of the underlying
agreement.
The Guaranty of Payment must refer to the Lease Agreement entered into by
the Lessor and Lessee.
The Guarantor is liable only to the extent specified by the terms of the Guaranty
of Payment, and its obligation may not be larger in amount nor more burdensome than that of the principal. In the event that the terms of the Guaranty
the Lessee, the obligation is reduced in proportion to
exceed the obligation of
85
the Lessee's obligation.
The Guarantor is liable to the Lessor immediately on default of the Lessee,
without the need of demand or notice,86 and the Guarantor's obligation is
deemed unconditional unless the terms of the obligation establish a condition
to the liability of the Guarantor.8
In some occasions the Guaranty will have a time and a monetary limit. These
limits will depend on the business objective and transactions of the parties
involved.

3. Choice of Substantive Law and Venue
In lease transactions involving the celebration of a Lease Agreement and a Guaranty
of Payment, between a U.S. Parent Corporation, its Mexican Subsidiary and a Mexican
Corporation, it is very likely that the choice of venue and jurisdiction will be different for
each contract. Under Mexican law, the creation, regulation and extinction of rights over
real estate, including lease agreements and the temporary use of this type of property, is
typically governed by the law of the State where it is located, even though their holders
89
may be foreign. 8 However, the parties may agree to designate a different applicable law.
83. See ruling Fiador, Sustitucion del Cambio de Jurisdiccion no Constituye Base Legal Para la
84.
85.
86.

87.
88.
89.

Legislacion del Estado de Nuevo Leon, Octava Epoca, Tercer Tribunal Colegiado del Cuarto
Circuito, Semanario Judicial de la Federaci6n, Parte XIII-Enero, Pdigina 241.
Powers Regulator Co. v. Seaboard Surety Co., 204 Cal. App. 2d 338, 347, 22 Cal. Rptr. 373
(1962).
CAL. CIv. CODE §2809 (1994).
CAL. Civ. CODE §2807.

Id. §2806.
C.C.D.F. art. 13, III.
Id. art. 13, V.
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It is very unlikely that the parties will select a foreign venue and jurisdiction regarding the Lease Agreement, because Lessor and Lessee are Mexican entities, since the
Agreement is entered into under the laws of a Mexican State where the real property
is located. Therefore, the parties are more likely to agree that any disputes arising from
the Agreement shall be decided in a Mexican Court. How can a U.S. judge and court
effectively apply Mexican law regarding a Mexican real estate transaction?
The Guaranty of Payment presents a different scenario from the one described above,
because the Guarantor is typically a foreign corporation. It may be advisable that the
Guaranty be governed by the laws of the Country and State of origin of the Guarantor,
and that the applicable venue and jurisdiction be in the Country and State of origin of
the Guarantor. This is particularly true, given the nature of the obligations acquired by
the Guarantor, and the consequences in the event of non-performance by the Lessee.
As you can see, the cross-border nature of international guaranties presents a number of interesting, and sometimes complicated, questions. Some of the questions presented are never resolved satisfactorily, due to the conflicts of laws questions of U.S. law,
Mexican law, and State' laws within both of the states.
F.

REAL ESTATE PROPERTY AS COLLATERAL IN MEXICO

1.

Mortgage Agreement

In Mexico, creditors secure real estate property as collateral by entering into a mortgage agreement with debtors, or hipoteca. By entering into this agreement, the creditor
acquires the right to obtain the sales price of the real estate property in the event of
default of the debtor.9 Although Mexican law does not establish a limitation regarding
the type of property that may be secured through a mortgage (e.g. it may be used for
real property as well as movable property), in practice mortgages are seldom used to
secure movable property, because the guaranty agreement, known as prenda, is specifically designed for movable property.9' Under Mexican law and doctrine, the terms
to refer to the agreement or contract as well as the power
hipoteca and prenda are used
92
or right over real property.
A mortgage agreement is considered under Mexican Law as an "accessory" contract. 93 The underlying obligation is generally a payment obligation, and the principal
contract is generally a commercial loan. The Mexican Supreme Court has ruled that even
though the hipoteca is not regulated by commercial law (civil law provisions regulate
issues concerning its creation, contents, or extinction), a mortgage agreement may be
used as a guaranty in commercial agreements and loans. 94

90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

Id. art. 2893.
Id. art. 2856.
The Federal Civil Code defines the mortgage and prenda as rights over property, and subsequent provisions refer to them as contracts.
Federal Civil Code, art. 2927 provides that an hipoteca shall exist (generally) as long as the
debtor's obligation has not been extinguished.
See resolution Via Ejecutiva Mercantil en Caso de Obligaciones Tipicamente Mercantiles
Garantizadas con Hipoteca, Tercera Sala, Semanario Judicial de la Federaci6n; Pogina: 20,
Quinta Epoca.
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The parties entering into a mortgage agreement must record this document before
the Public Register since the transaction involves real estate. 95
2. Rights Acquired by Creditor
Even though a mortgage agreement grants a creditor a right over the secured real
property, the creditor does not have an immediate right of possession over the property
upon a default of the underlying loan obligation. In other words, the creditor only has
the right to demand the sale of the property before a court. Only after default of
the debtor may the creditor sue before a Civil Court,97 the person in possession of the
property.9" Only after the court summons the debtor to trial99 may the creditor have
"legal possession" (posesi6n juridica) of the property.'0° Consequently, the debtor, in that
case, is only a depositary of the real property and its products (which may be any labor
product, agricultural products, manufactured goods, or periodic income or rent).'O°
Although Mexican law provides a summary procedure, generally this procedure does
not conclude quickly, since the debtor has many motions he may file against the creditor,
thereby prolonging the trial.
Under Mexican Law, a creditor also has a preference right in payment, upon the
judicial sale of the property.112 If there are several creditors regarding the same debtor
and property, the creditor holding the oldest hipoteca shall be the first creditor to receive
payment.'0 3 The ordering rules are not the same as in the U.S.
However, the court is first required to make several third-party payments before
paying the mortgage creditor, such as0 4paying for trial expenses, and management and
maintenance of the secured property.1
G.

AMENDMENTS

TO MEXICO'S SECURED TRANSACTIONS PROVISIONS

1. Non-possession Guaranty
As of May 24, 2000, Mexico's Law of Negotiable Instruments and Credit Transactions (LNICT), the Commerce Code (CC) and the Law of Credit Institutions (LCI)
were amended to modernize Mexico's secured transactions. Our law firm consulted with
a Mexican Congressman who was instrumental in bringing about these changes. As a
95. Federal Civil Code, art. 3042 (I).
96. Code of Civil Procedure for the Federal District, at §§12, 468 and 487.
97. In Mexico, mortgage agreements are regulated under Civil Law (as opposed to Commercial
Law), and therefore the competent court shall be a local State Court having jurisdiction over
Civil Law matters.
98.
99.

C.P.C.D.F. art. 12.
Under Mexican law, there is a special trial for mortgage matters. Discovery and procedure
rules are established in the Code of Civil Procedure for the Federal District, as well as the

Codes of Civil Procedure of each State.
100. The term "legal possession" is used to distinguish between the physical possession of property

and the right of possession appointed by law or a Court resolution.
101.
102.
103.
104.

C.P.C.D.F. arts. 481, 482.
C.C.D.F. art. 2981.
Id. art. 2982.
Id. arts. 2985 (I), (II); 2986.
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result, it is now possible for a debtor to remain in possession of secured movable personal
property, which does not have to be deposited with the creditor or a third depositary
(Non-possession Guaranty). The purpose of these provisions is to help guarantee comto have possession of the
pliance of the debtor's obligation, while allowing the debtor
°
secured property, to use it in his operations or business.'
Mexico had no effective secured financing laws (comparable to the Uniform Commercial Code) prior to these amendments.
A Non-possession Guaranty may only be used regarding movable property.'0 6 These
recent amendments provide that any obligation, regardless of the activity or business
07
Before
performed by the debtor, may be secured through a Non-possession Guaranty.
these amendments came into power, the LNICT established two types of credit known as
the avio and refaccionarioloans. These loans are specially designed to finance production
or agricultural activities. Traditionally, refaccionario loans are used to prepare a new
enterprise for production, while the avio loans are generally used for the process of
production.10 8 Although the May 24, 2000 amendments do not repeal the avio and
refaccionarioloans provisions, it is possible the Non-possession Guaranty will replace the
avio and refaccionari loans system.
2.

Guaranty of Trust

These amendments also include new provisions regarding a Guarantee Trust, or
Fideicorniso en Garantia. Under Mexican law, the Trustee must be a Mexican financial
institution, because only banks and institutional stockbrokers (as opposed to individual
stockbrokers) may act as Trustees. 9 The only limit to the purpose or objective of a
Mexican trust is that it shall be a "legally determined purpose.""0 Under such a broad
purpose, a trust may be used to secure any type of transaction.
Under the Guaranty of Trust provisions, the settlor (debtor) transfers to the trustee
(a bank, an insurance institution, a bond institution, or a grantor public warehouse)"'
his title over certain personal property, to guarantee the performance of an obligation2
and a right of preference of payment in favor of the beneficiary (lender or creditor)."
Any type of rights, as well as movable and real property may be subject to a Guaranty of
Trust." 3 Similar to the Non-Possession Guaranty, unless otherwise is agreed to between
the parties, the debtor shall continue in possession of the movable property, and may
use and even sell this property.'4

105. This type of pledge is known as Pledge without dispossession, or Prenda sin transmisi6n de
posesi6n.
106. LNICT art. 346.
107. Id. art. 352.
108. Id. art. 323.
109. LCI, art. 46, XV; Stock Market Act, §22, IV (d). Institutional stockbrokers may only be a
party to a trust if its is directly related to its financial services and operations.
110. LNICT art. 346.
111. Id. art. 399.
112. LNICT art. 395.
113. Id. art. 401.
114. Id. art. 402.
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In transactions where the secured property is real estate, the Guaranty of Trust must
Public" 5 and recorded before the
be granted in a public deed before a Mexican Notary
116
located.
is
estate
real
Public Register where the
The most striking difference between a Guaranty of Trust and traditional forms
of secured transactions in Mexico, is that with a Guaranty of Trust it is possible to
execute and foreclose against the secured property extra-judicially. In general terms, the
parties must first obtain an appraisal of the secured property, 117 and then the property
is delivered to the trustee or the beneficiary (creditor or lender) before a Public Notary,
who must draft the public record as well as an inventory of the property."' 8 The trustee
or beneficiary may then sell the property. Instead of requiring judicial authority for the
execution of the secured property, the "authority" in this extra judicial procedure is
the Public Notary, who has special powers such as to delivering the settlor a notice of
delivery of the property.'19
However, these amendments also introduce a new special summary procedure before
Commercial Law courts. Thus, the involvement of the courts continues to be a characteristic of secured transactions in Mexico. In case of controversy regarding demand
of payment, the amount claimed by the beneficiary or creditor, or delivery of secured
2
property, the parties would not be able to execute the secured property extra judicially. 1
H.

REAL ESTATE PROPERTY AS COLLATERAL IN THE U.S.

1.

Mortgage and Deed of Trust

Similarly to the scenario under Mexican law, in the U.S., a mortgage is a contract
through which specific property is secured for the performance of an act without a
change of possession.' 2' The mortgagee does not have the right of possession over the
than through a
property. Additionally, every transfer of an interest in property, other
122
trust, with the purpose of being a security for an act, is a mortgage.
In the U.S., a mortgage that includes a power of sale has a similar legal effect, and
operates in a similar llal-l-U, aS a deed of trust.'2 if gcnral terms, both the mortgage
and the deed of trust are used by the parties in a real estate transaction to provide
security for the performance of an obligation.
Through a deed of trust, generally the settlor transfers the property to the trustee,
who in turn holds the title as security for the performance of the obligation of the
settlor.12 '4 Although under a deed of trust the legal title is given to the trustee, it is
only for purposes of securing the performance of the settlor's obligation, as a lien on
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.

Id. art.
Id. art.
Id. art.
Id. art.
Id. art.
Id. art.

407.
410.
1414
1414
1414
1414

CAL. Civ.

bis.
bis 3.
bis 1.
bis.
CODE §2920(a).

Id. §2924.
See MILLER & STARR, 4 CALIFORNIA REAL
INSTRUMENTS §10:1, et seq. (3rd. Ed.).
124. Id.
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the property.' 25 In consequence, the trustee does not acquire the powers of an owner,
because the rights and powers incidental to ownership, such 26as rights of possession,
maintenance, encumbrance, and transfer belong to the settlor
Even though the term "trustee" is used in deeds of trust, the trustee of a deed
trust is not a "trustee" as in other common law trusts, but rather an agent with limited
rather an agency for the purpose of
powers.' 2 7 There is no designation of trustee, but
12
selling the property upon default of the settlor. 1
Regarding the form and terms of mortgages and deeds of trust, both must be in
writing.12 9 Mortgages must contain the name of the mortgagor and the mortgagee, and
the trust deed must name the settlor, trustee, and beneficiary. Both must include a
description of the secured property. 3 ° A mortgage and a deed of trust may be recorded;
however, recordation of these documents is not required for the validity of the documents
between the parties. 3' However, as in Mexico, recordation is needed to establish priority
over subsequent purchasers of the property and liens.
Even though the Mexican hipoteca and the U.S. mortgage and deed of trust share
common principles and objectives, in the U.S. the authorized agent in the mortgage
and/or deed of trust has the power to manage and/or sell 3the
property, and the parties
12
may also authorize this agent to executes either document.'
2. Power of Sale and Foreclosure
Perhaps the most striking difference between Mexican and U.S. law regarding secured
transactions with real estate property is the sale process of the secured property. As
we had previously discussed, in Mexico, secured real property must be sold through a
judicial sale. " In contrast, in the U.S., the mortgage contract or deed of trust may grant
the mortgagee or trustee a power of sale, as an alternative to court foreclosure.' 34 This
power of sale is considered as a private power (as opposed to a statutory provision), and
therefore, each document may establish different procedures to be followed. 3 '
In general, when the settlor defaults any obligation of the deed of trust, the beneficiary has the right to demand the trustee in writing to proceed with foreclosure of the
deed of trust, based on the private power of sale. 136 Next, the trustee, mortgagee or bene137
ficiary prepares a written notice of default, to be delivered to the settlor or mortgagor.
The purpose of this notice of is to inform the settlor or mortgagor of default, and the
125. Monterey S.P. Partnership v. W.L. Bangham, Inc., 777 P.2d 623. 261 Cal.Rptr. 587, (1989).
126. Davidow v. Corp. of America, P.2d 132, 16 Cal.App.2d 6, 10-12 (1936).
127. CAL. CIV. CODE §2297.

128. Vournas v. Fidelity Nat. Ins. Co., 86 Cal. Rptr. 2d 490, 73 Cal.App.4th 668, 677 (Dist. Ct.
App. 1999).
129. CAL. CIV. CODE §2922.

130.
131.
132.
133.

Id. §2922.
CAL. CIV. CODE §1217, 2922, 2952.

Pacific Finance Corp v. Hendley, 7 P.2d 391, 119 Cal.App. 697, 702-05 (Dist. Ct. App. 1932).
C.C.D.F. art. 2981.

134. CAL. CIV. CODE §2932.
MILLER & STARR, supra

135. See
136. Id.

137. CAL. CIv. CODE §2924.

note 123 §10:1.
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settlor or any successor to the settlor may cure default. 3 ' The trustee must record the
notice of default. Once three calendar months have passed since its recordation, the
trustee may proceed with the sale of the property.'39 Finally, the sale must be held within
the county where the real property is located, and it may be conducted by the trustee,
an officer of the trustee corporation, the attorney of the trustee, or an auctioneer hired
be conducted as an auction, and the property must be
by the trustee. 4° The sale must
4
sold to the highest bidder.' '

II.

Conclusion

As the United States and Mexico become increasingly closer, both commercially and
diplomatically, the amount and scope of cross-border commercial leasing and real estate
transactions will inevitably increase. There are many issues and considerations that any
U.S. (or any non-Mexican company) should consider before it enters into a Mexican
commercial real estate transaction, even if only by way of a cross-border Guaranty of a
Mexican lease. Conversely, the Mexican real estate landowner must consider and analyze
the complicated international cross-border legal issues associated with any real estate
transaction it might make with a U.S. company.
At a minimum, the parties should have a careful understanding of what terms and
provisions they can freely and contractually agree to under any commercial lease, sale or
guaranty transaction, notwithstanding any default provisions of applicable law. Careful
legal planning can help minimize the international legal risks (and costs) associated with
Mexican commercial real property transactions.
The parties should always work with local Mexican counsel before initiating any
negotiation, and should carefully review not only the principal contracts, such as a lease
agreement or a loan, but also the secondary contracts, such as a guaranty of payment or
other forms of securing obligations. An important aspect of our practice is to provide
our clients the necessary elements to deal with these cross-border legal issues.

III.

Appendix A. U.S. Tax Implications of Foreign Investment
in U.S. Real Estate

There are several different reasons why non-U.S. citizens (e.g., Mexican citizens or
Mexican companies) might want to "own" real estate in the United States.
First, an individual may want to own real property in the U.S. for personal and/or
recreational purposes. Many non-U.S. citizens own homes in California and through the
U.S., either directly as individuals or indirectly through domestic or foreign entities.
Second, ownership14 2 in U.S. real estate may satisfy specific business objectives of a
foreign company. For instance, a Mexican company that exports goods to the U.S. may
138.
139.
140.
141.

Id. §2924 c, (a)(1).
Id. §2924.
Id. §§2924g(a), 2924a.
Id. §2924g(a).

142. For purposes of this discussion, "ownership" will usually refer to most types of real estate
interests (e.g., leasehold interests in real estate, direct ownership, corporate ownership, etc.).
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want to develop a distribution and/or warehousing network in the U.S. Also, a company
may want to open a sales office (or offices) in the U.S. to help market its goods or
services in the U.S. or other parts of North America.
A foreign investor should carefully plan for the tax consequences of U.S. real estate
investments because of the complex legal framework of foreign real estate investments.
Foreign investors should consider several important factors before investing, acquiring,
or selling U.S. real estate. The following is a list of some of these considerations:
* Will the real estate generate income?
* Does the investor want only a debt interest in the real estate, an equity interest,
or some combination of both?
* Should a corporation, partnership, trust, or an individual acquire the real estate?
* Should the entity be domestic, foreign, or some combination of both?
* Should the real estate be leveraged significantly, through medium-term or longterm financing to obtain the tax benefits of interest expense paid? If so, should
the financing come from the U.S. or outside the U.S.?
* If a foreign corporation owns U.S. real estate, should it make an election to
be taxed like a domestic U.S. corporation in relation to its U.S. real estate
investment?
• What U.S. tax returns must be filed, and what information must be disclosed
to the IRS regarding the foreign investors? Can the investment be restructured
to avoid some of these reporting requirements?
These questions cannot be adequately answered until the economic and business
objectives of a particular foreign investor are carefully examined. Why invest in U.S. real
estate? Does the foreign investor want to lease real estate or purchase real estate? Does
the foreign investor want capital appreciation or annual income from the real estate
investment? Does the foreign investor need initial "income tax losses" to offset against
other sources of U.S. income? How long does the foreign investor want to own an interest
in real estate?
This overview cannot answer all these questions. However, it is designed to provide
a framework of some of the more significant tax issues that should be considered before
a foreign individual or company invests in U.S. real estate.
A.

STATE AND LOCAL TAXATION APPLICABLE TO FOREIGN INVESTORS
WHO INVEST IN U.S. REAL ESTATE

This articles focuses upon U.S. federal income taxes applicable to foreign investors
of U.S. real estate. In addition, States (e.g., California, Arizona, Texas, and Florida)
commonly impose income taxation along with local (e.g., County and City of San Diego)
property taxes. For instance, California tax law requires buyers to withhold 333 of the
total sales price of California real estate owned by non-California persons (including
non-U.S. sellers of real estate). 14 3 California escrow agents also have a duty to inform
buyers of this California withholding tax obligation.'44 The withholding tax, like FIRPTA

143. CAL. REV. & TAX. CODE §18662 (e)(1)-(2).

144. Id.
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(see below) is not a final tax, but merely a collection mechanism to be used against the
final income tax. California individual and corporate tax rates, that may apply, range up
to as much as 9.4 percent. See the FIRPTA discussion below for a comparative analysis
of federal income tax treatment and withholding taxes.
In addition to State income taxation (and the withholding tax mechanisms that may
apply), there are typically local property taxes that will apply to a transfer or sale of
real estate. In California, for instance, the California Constitution and tax code provides
that all property in California that is not free from tax under federal or California law
is subject to taxation "in proportion to its value " ' 14' The maximum ad valorem real
property tax rate in California is one percent of the "full cash value." '4 6 Finally, California
counties and cities may also apply a local documentary transfer tax on the transfer of
real property.147
B.

SPECIAL FEDERAL INCOME TAX RULES APPLICABLE
TO FOREIGN INVESTORS WHO INVEST IN U.S. REAL ESTATE

There are several unique rules applicable to non-U.S. citizens, non-U.S. residents14
and foreign companies that own real estate situated in the U.S. Congress passed most
of this legislation some 20 years ago, known as the Foreign Investment in Real Property
Tax Act ("FIRPTA").
Generally, a non-U.S. citizen (e.g., a Mexican citizen who resides in Mexico or
outside the U.S.) who does not have (1) U.S. source income or U.S. source income
"effectively connected" with a trade or business,1 49 and (2) does not stay in the U.S. for

145. CAL. CONST. art XIII, §1, provides in relevant part as follows:
(a)

All property is taxable and shall be assessed at the same percentage of fair market

kb)

value...
,Al property so

asscs3U shall

Jc

taACU in proprtlUlln to its ful value.

CAL. REV. & TAX CODE §201 further provides: "All property in this State, not exempt under
the laws of the United States or this State, is subject to taxation under this code.
146. CAL. CONST. art XIII A, §1(a) and CAL. REV. & TAX CODE §§93 and 95-100.
147. The amount of the tax is based on the consideration or value of the real property transferred.
The county rate is fifty-five cents ($0.55) for each five hundred dollars ($500) of value, and

the noncharter city rate is one-half of the county rate and is credited against the county tax
due. CAL. REV. & TAX CODE §11911(c). Charter cities may impose transfer taxes at a rate

higher than the county rate. CAL. CONST. art. XI, §5.
148. There are special "residency" rules for individuals that apply for income tax purposes. A
U.S. resident for tax purposes might not be a U.S. resident for immigration or other legal
purposes. Whenever the word U.S. "resident" or "non-resident" or "foreign investor" is used
in this presentation, it is only referring to the applicability of the U.S. tax laws-and not
immigration laws, or any other legal purposes. The U.S. tax laws define a U.S. tax resident
based upon the number of days spent in the U.S., the lawful permanent residency of the
individual in the U.S. (i.e., whether they have a "green card"), or based upon an election
made by the taxpayer.
149. The tax rules relating to U.S. source and effectively connected income from a U.S. trade
or business are impacted significantly by tax treaties between the U.S. and other countries.
For example, the U.S./Mexico Tax Treaty requires that a Mexican resident usually have a
"permanent establishment" in the U.S. before being taxed in the U.S. on its business activities.
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"183" days per year, does not have to pay taxes to the U.S. government. Consequently,
prior to the enactment of FIRPTA, a foreign investor could purchase real estate in the
U.S. (e.g., a bare tract of land that had development potential) for US $100,000 and
sell it for US $300,000. The U.S. would generally not tax the Mexican citizen on the
US $200,000 gain. If a U.S. citizen were to have that same US $200,000 gain, it would
have to pay income tax on the gain. Congress passed FIRPTA because it thought foreign
investors were receiving more favorable tax treatment on some of their U.S. real estate
investments than U.S. residents.
FIRPTA created a completely different tax method by which non-U.S. residents are
taxed upon their gains derived from ownership in U.S. real estate. FIRPTA also imposes
a mandatory withholding mechanism by which part of the tax must be withheld by the
buyer (or third party withholding agent) immediately upon the sale or disposition of
the U.S. real property interest.
1.

Imposition of Taxes Under FIRPTA

A tax cannot be imposed unless there is a sale or other disposition of a U.S. Real
Property Interest (USRPI) under FIRPTA. Any direct ownership interest in real property
located in the U.S. or the U.S. Virgin Islands (as well as certain ownership interests in
corporations,'15 partnerships,' and estates which own real property that is located in
the U.S. or the U.S. Virgin Islands)15 2 is a USRPI. "Real property" is defined by IRS
Regulations (and not by local laws such as California or New York law), and includes
undeveloped land, crops and minerals that are not severed or extracted from the ground,
permanent structures, such as improvements and buildings that are inherently perma54
nent, 5 3 and certain personal property that is particularly associated with real property.
Although the definition of "real property" for purposes of a USRPI is expansive, a
so-called "pure creditors' interest" is not deemed a USRPI. A pure debt interest in U.S.
real estate such as a mortgage (which is an example of a debt interest) does not create
a USRPI. Instead, the foreign lender who takes a mortgage against the U.S. real estate
would be subject to a withholding tax on the interest income received unless the loan
is structured as portfolio interest. 55 Therefore, debt "investments" in real estate often
The U.S./Mexico Tax Treaty, however, does not significantly alter the way Mexican citizens
are taxed on their gains from the sale of U.S. real estate (other than the application of the
branch profits tax). Not all U.S. Tax Treaties are the same, and therefore each foreign investor

should exercise whether there exists an applicable tax treaty within the U.S.
150. USRPI also includes any interests in a "U.S. real property holding corporation" (USRPHC).

151.
152.
153.
154.
155.

A USRPHC is any domestic U.S. corporation that, if at any time during the past five years
during which a foreign person held shares of the corporation, its USRPI's fair market value
equaled or exceeded 50 percent f the aggregate value of the corporations' (1) USRPIs, (2) its
real property located outside the U.S., and (3) its other trade or business assets.
If 50 percent of a partnership's assets are U.S. real property, or 90 percent or more of its
assets are made up of USRPIs, cash, and cash equivalents, then an interest in the partnership
attributable to the partnership's USRPIs will be subject to FIRPTA with certain limitations.
I.R.C. §897(c).
Treas. Reg. §1.897-(b)(3).
Treas. Reg. §1897-(b)(4).
Qualifying portfolio interest is not subject to U.S. withholding tax.
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provide a more desirable means by which a foreign investor can "invest" in U.S. real
estate to avoid the application of FIRPTA.
The exact investment arrangement should be carefully planned. If a foreign investor
were to take a disguised "equity" ownership interest (as opposed to a pure creditor's
interest or other non-USRPI), then the IRS might take the position that the gains derived
by the foreign investor should be subject to the FIRPTA tax.
For example, assume MEXICOMPANY, S.A. lends Mr. Martinez US $500,000 pursuant to a promissory note to purchase undeveloped real estate in San Diego, and
MEXICOMPANY, S.A. takes back a security interest in the real estate (i.e., a mortgage).
Assume further, that the terms of the promissory note require Mr. Martinez to pay MEXICOMPANY, S.A. 50 percent of the appreciation of the real estate based upon annual
appraisals of the undeveloped property. This type of loan arrangement would likely be
deemed an "equity kicker" and thus would likely require MEXICOMPANY, S.A. to pay
FIRPTA tax upon the sale or exchange of the promissory note.
2. Rate of Tax on Disposition of USRPI
If a Mexican resident individual disposes of a USRPI, then he or she probably would
be subject to a maximum 20 percent capital gains tax rate (assuming the property was
a capital asset in the hands of the Mexican resident). If the real estate was not a "capital
asset:' then the tax rate could be between 12 percent and 38.6156 percent. 5 7 A USRPHC
or foreign corporation that disposes of a USRPI will be subject to graduated tax rates
upon the disposition, which may include tax rates at the highest marginal corporate rate
of 35 percent upon reaching $10 million taxable income.
There are other business forms which should be considered before acquiring real
estate in the U.S. For instance, there are some benefits that can be obtained if a limited
liability company owns the real estate, depending upon the type of real estate, the objectives of the investors, and whether a foreign income tax credit is available in the foreign
investor's home country.
156. This 38.6 percent rate applies to non-corporate foreign partners. Foreign corporate partners
are subject to a 35 percent rate. Further, the Economic Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation
Act of 2001 (2001 Tax Act) reduces the 38.6 percent withholding tax rates applicable to
foreign persons (formerly 39.6 percent in the year 2000) in accordance with the following
schedule:
Highest

Marginal
Year
2000
2001
2002-2003
2004-2005
2006-2010

Marginal

Marginal

Marginal

Marginal

Marginal

Tax

Tax

Tax

Tax

Tax

Tax

Rates

Rates

Rates

Rates

Rates

Rates

N/A
Rebate
10%
10%
10%

15%
Unchanged
Unchanged
Unchanged
Unchanged

28%
27.5%
27%
26%
25%

31%
30.5%
30%
29%
28%

36%
35.5%
35%
34%
33%

39.6%
39.1%
38.6%
37.6%
35%

157. Plus, a foreign individual may be subject to the so-called alternative minimum tax (AMT)
upon the disposition of the USRPI.
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Additionally, a foreign investor may avail himself or herself of certain tax-free transfers of USRPI, to avoid or defer the payment of any FIRPTA taxes as follows, depending
upon the factual circumstances of each investment:
*

*
*
•
*

Like kind exchanges.

158

Exchanges of stock for stock in the same corporation. 5 9
Liquidations of a subsidiary into a parent corporation. 6 °
Transfers to a controlled corporation. 6'
of stock in certain reorganizations, corporate spin-offs, split-offs, and
Exchanges
1 62
split-ups.

*

Certain distributions of property by a partnership.

63

Unfortunately, the applicability of the above tax-free provisions is strictly limited to
their express application of USRPIs and foreign investors, as provided for in the FIRPTA
regulations. 164
3.

Election by Foreign Corporation to be Taxed
as Domestic Corporation

A qualifying foreign corporation can elect to be treated like a domestic corporation
regarding any disposition or sale of a USRPI. Only certain foreign corporations (e.g., a
165
The foreign
Sociedad An6nima de Capital Variable) are eligible to make this election.
corporation must also obtain consents from all of its shareholders to make such an
election. This election can provide a number of tax planning opportunities (especially
with respect to the application of the U.S. estate tax) depending upon the use and future
disposition of the U.S. real estate.
A Mexican investor in U.S. real estate should be cautious of the potential application of the U.S. estate tax regarding the ownership of the U.S. real estate upon the
foreign individual owner's death. A Mexican citizen who owns real estate directly, as
an individual, will be subject to the U.S. estate tax upon his or her death. The current estate tax rates range from 18 percent to 50 percent.' 66 These highest rates were
modestly reduced from 55 percent beginning in 2002. The "taxable estate" of nonresidents who are not domiciled in the U.S. includes property situated within the United
States. Property situated in the U.S. includes, among other things, U.S. real estate, most

I.R.C. §1031.
I.R.C. §354.
I.R.C. §332.
I.R.C. §351.
I.R.C. §§354 and 361.
I.R.C. §§721 and 731.
Treas. Reg. §1.897-6T(a)(2).
The foreign corporation must (1) be a USRPHC, (2) hold a USRPI, and (3) must be entitled
to nondiscriminatory treatment under a treaty with the U.S. The Mexico/U.S. Tax Treaty will
qualify a Mexican corporation (e.g., a Sociedad An6nima de Capital Variable or a Sociedad
An6nima) as a qualifying entity for purposes of the election.
166. I.R.C. §2001(c).
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
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personal property 67physically located in the U.S., certain debt obligations, and stock in a
U.S. corporation.'
4.

Withholding Requirements Under FIRPTA

Upon the sale or other disposition of a USRPI by a foreign person, the transferee
(e.g., the buyer) generally must withhold 10 percent of the total amount realized 6 ' from
the sale and not just from the taxable gain. Also, if there is an installment sale over
a period of time, the 10 percent withholding requirement is imposed upon the total
69
amount realized at the time of the sale (and not over the term of the payments).
A U.S. partnership, estate, or trust that disposes of a USRPI is generally subject to a

167. I.R.C. §2104. The Tax Act not only reduced the highest marginal income tax rates, but also
modified slightly the estate tax rates as follows:

Death
in Year
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Estate Tax Life Time
Exemption Equivalent
for Non-U.S. Citizens
with Foreign Domicile

Estate Tax
Exemption Equivalent
For U.S. Citizens
or U.S. Domicile

US $60,000
US $60,000
US $60,000
US $60,000
US $60,000
US $60,000
US $60,000
US $60,000
Estate Tay-Repealed
Gift Tax Rate
US $60,000

US $1 million
US $1 million
US $1.5 million
US $1.5 million
US $2 million
US $2 million
US $2 million
US $3.5 million
Estate Tax-Repealed
Gift Tax Rate-Maximum Rate
US $1 million

Highest estate
and gift
tax Rate
50%
49%
48%
47%
46%
45%
45%
45%
N/A
35%
55% + 5% (surtax in
higher estates)

168. "Realized" is a technical tax term, and generally refers to all consideration paid or received
in a transaction. Assume a Mexican resident owns undeveloped real estate in California with
a fair market value of $2 million. Assume further, that the real estate has an outstanding mortgage of $1.75 million. If a buyer is willing to pay the Mexican real estate owner
$100,000 in cash, promise to pay $150,000 pursuant to a promissory note, and assume the
outstanding mortgage of $1.75 million, the total amount "realized" equals $2 million (and
not $100,000, the amount of cash received). The Mexican resident who sold the real estate
became $2 million richer, because he received (1) $100,000 of cash, (2) a promise purportedly worth $150,000, and (3) was relieved of an outstanding debt of $1.75 million. Assuming
the Mexican resident's tax basis in the property was $1.8 million, there would have been a
taxable gain under FIRPTA of $200,000 (the amount realized of $2 million less the tax basis
of $1.8 million).

169. A buyer of a USRPI should be aware of an installment sale where the total 10 percent
withholding requirement exceeds the amount of the initial payment upon closing of escrow.

The buyer could actually be in a position of paying a greater amount to the government than
is actually received by the foreign seller at the time of the sale.
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38.6 percent withholding tax to the extent such gain is allocable to a foreign partner or
beneficial owner of the entity. 7 °
This 38.6 percent rate applies to non-corporate foreign partners. Foreign corporate
partners are subject to a 35 percent rate. See the above referenced highest marginal tax
rates pursuant to the 2001 Tax Act that continues to reduce the individual rate through
the year 2006.
Foreign corporations must withhold 35 percent of the gain recognized with respect
to any distributions of a USRPI to the corporations' shareholders.' 7 ' A qualifying foreign
corporation can make an election under Section 897(i) to be taxed as a USRPHC and
not be subject to any withholding tax requirement, and instead, be taxed like a domestic
corporation. 172 This can provide a number of unique planning opportunities depending
upon the type of real property held and its use.
Most States within the United States also have their own withholding tax mechanism
upon the sale of real estate located within a particular State. For instance, California
73
imposes a withholding tax of 3 1/3 percent withholding tax on the gross sales price.

C.

SPECIAL TAX TREATY PROVISIONS (E.G.,

U.S./MEXIco TAX TREATY)

Most tax treaties have special provisions relating to the ownership of "immovable
property" in the U.S. by a resident of the other treaty country (and vice versa). For
instance, the U.S./Mexico Tax Treaty allows the U.S. to tax Mexican residents on their
income, profits and gains from U.S. real estate (and vice versa). There is usually no
maximum tax rate restriction imposed by a treaty with regard to FIRPTA taxes and tax
treaty residents will normally continue to be subject to gains from the sale or disposition
of any U.S. real property interests under FIRPTA in the same manner as persons that
cannot utilize a U.S. tax treaty. Therefore tax treaties usually have little impact upon the
application of FIRPTA, other than defining "immovable property," which normally does
not conflict with the definition of real property as defined under the FIRPTA rules.
However, for foreign corporate owners, the tax treaties (as well as the nondiscriminatory treatment under the Section 897(i) election explained above) sometimes impact
the U.S. branch profits tax, or the application of the federal withholding tax, upon disposition of the real estate. For example, the U.S./Mexico Tax Treaty limits the amount of
the branch profits tax that can be imposed by the U.S. government on the U.S. profits of

170. Treas. Reg. §1.1445-5(c)(1).
171. I.R.C. §1445(e)(2).
172. Article 6 of the U.S./Mexico Tax Treaty defines real property broadly and in reference to the
laws of the country in which the real property is located. Therefore, the laws of the U.S.
need to be examined to determine exactly what constitutes real property as set forth in Treas.
Reg. 1.897-1(b). As was explained above, the federal tax regulations define "real property"
for purposes of FIRPTA and not local laws, such as California State law. Notwithstanding the
local laws of each country, "immovable property" is defined by the Tax Treaty as including
unharvested agriculture and forestry situated in the U.S. or Mexico, and property which is
an accessory to immovable property, including equipment used in agriculture and forestry,
and rights to mineral deposits and other such natural resources.
173. CAL. REV.

& TAx.

CODE

§§18662,

18668

and

19183.
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a Mexican corporation (e.g., from its U.S. real estate investment enterprises) to a 10 percent (and sometimes as low as 5 percent) tax on the "dividend equivalent amount." This
U.S./Mexico Tax Treaty rate is significantly less than the non-treaty branch profits tax
rate equal to 30 percent of the dividend equivalent amount of the foreign corporation
for the taxable year.
Accordingly, Income Tax Treaties can provide unique planning opportunities for foreign corporate owners of U.S. real estate, provided a U.S. income tax treaty is applicable.
In summary, all foreign investors who are contemplating investing in U.S. real estate
should carefully consider and plan the legal structure utilized for this U.S. investment
because of the unique U.S. tax laws applicable. If not carefully planned, a foreign investor
can unwittingly expose himself, herself or itself to unnecessary U.S. income tax, gift tax
and/or estate tax, especially in light of the complicated U.S. real estate taxation regime
of FIRPTA.
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IV. Appendix B. California's Standard Form CLTA Policy

CLTA

SUEDB
CostsootwnoLm LAD Tm. lsr.tce COPAre

aCommonwealth

STANDARD COVERAGE

POLICY OF TITLE INSURANCE

- 1990

A I NDtAmxtuc cormANY

SUBJECT TO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE, THE EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE CONTAINED IN SCHEDULE B
AND THE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS, COMMONWEALTH LAND TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a Pennsylvania
corporation, herein called the Company, insures, as of Date of Policy shown in Schedule A, against loss or damage, not exceeding the Amount
of Insurance stated in Schedule A, sustained or incurred by the insured by reason of:
I. Title to the estate or interest described in Schedule A being vested other than as stated therein;
2. Any defect in or lien or encumbrance on the title;
3. Unmarketability of the title;
4. Lack of a right of access to and from the land;
and in addition, as to an insured lender only.
5. The invalidity or unenforceability of the lien of the insured mortgage upon the tle,
6. The priority of any lien or encumbrance over the lien of the insured mortgage, said mortgage being shown in Schedule B in the order of its

priority;
7. The invalidity or uneuforceability of any assigmnent of the insured mortgage, provided the assignment is shown in Schedule B, or the failure
of the assignment shown in Schedule B to vest title to the insured mortgage in the named instured assignee free and clear of all liens.
Th Company will also pay the costs, attorneys' fees and expenses incurred in defense of the title or the lien of the insured mortgage, as insured,
but only to the extent provided in the Conditions and Stipulations.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Company has caused its corporate name and seal to be hereunto affixed by
its duly authorized officers, the Policy to become valid when countersigned on Schedule A by an authorized officer or agent of the Company.

COMMONWEALTH LAND TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY

Attest:

A

o

&

By:

Secretary

President

EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE
The following matters are expressly excluded from the coverage of this policy and the Company will not pay toss or damage, costs, attorneys'
fees or expenses which arise by reason of:
I. (a) Any law, ordinance or goveenmetal regafition (including but not limited to building or zoning laws, ordieances, or regulations)
restricting, regulating, prohibiting or relating to (i) the occupancy, use, or enjoymeet of the land; (i) the character, dinensions or location of
any improvement now or hereafter erected on the land; (in) a separation in ownesship or a change in the dimensions or area of the land or
any parcel of which the land is or was a part; or (v) environmental protection, or the effect of any violation of these laws, ordinances or
govemnental regulation, except to the extent that a notice of the enforcement thereof or a notice of a defect, lien or senumsbranceresulting
from a violation or alleged violation affecting the land has been recorded in the public records at Date of Policy.
(b) Any governmental police power not excluded by (a) above, except to the extent that a notice of the exercise thereof or a notice of a
defect, lien or encumbrance resulting from a violation or alleged violation affecting the land has been recorded in the public records at Date
of Policy.
2. Rights of eminent domain unless notice of the exercise thereof has been recorded in the public records at Date of Policy, but not excluding
from coverage any taking which has occurred prior to Date of Policy which would he binding on the rights of a purchaser for value without
knowledge.
3. Defects, liens, enctmbrances, adverse claims or other mattm:
(a) whether or not recorded in the public records at Date of Policy, but created, suffered, assumed or agreed to by the insured claimant;
(b) not known to the Company, not recorded in the public records at Date of Policy, but known to the insured claimant and not disclosed
in writing to the Company by the insured claimant prior to the date the insured claimant became an insured under this policy;
(c) resulting in an loss or danage to the insured claimant;
(d) attaching or created subsequent to Date of Policy; or
(e) resulting in loss or damage which would not haw been sustained if the insured claimant had paid value for the insured mortgage or for
the estate or interest insured by this policy.
4. Uaenforceability of the lien of the insured mortgage because of the inability or failure of the insured at Date of Policy, or the inability or
failure of any subsequent owner of the indebtednes
to comply with the applicable doing business laws of the state in which the land is
aituated.
S. Invalidity or unenforceability of the lien of the imured mortgage, or claim thereof, which arses out of the transaction evidenced by the
insured mortgage and in based upon usury or any coumner credit protection or truth in lending law.
6. Any claim, which arises oat of the lisnsaction vesting in the insured the estate or interest insured by this policy or the transction creating
the interest of the insured lender, by reason of the operation of federal bankruptcy; state insolvency or similar creditors' rights laws.
CLTA Standard Coverage Policy - 1990
Page
Form 1183-1

Valid Only If Schedules A and B and Cover Are Attached
ORIGINAL
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CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS
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CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS - CONTINUED

7.

DETERMINATION
ANDEXTENTOF:LIABILITY.
This polcy is a contracl of indemrityagainst actualmonetaryloss or damage
sustained or incurredby the insuredclaimant who,
has sufferedloss or damageby reason
ot Mters sured againstby this policy
andonlyto the extentheren described.
al The lhabiity of the Companyunder this policy to an ansured
lender shallcot
exceed the least of.
()
the Amount of Insurance stated In Schedule A. or. d applicable,the
amnountOlinsuranceas defintein Section2 (c) of theseCOnyflons
and Sro laions;
(i the amountof the unpaidprincial indetedaresssecured by the insured
mogge as inded Orprovdedunder Section8 of theseConditionsand Stipulationsor
as reducedunder
tSection
9o theses Conditionsas Stipulations.at thetime Ie loss or
oumage
irnsuredagainst y this oliy occurs, togetherwithinterest thereon,or
(lf the dfference behween the value of the inMuredestate or eneres as
ursuredand te vaue of the msued estte or interest sutbectto the detent,ten or
encumbrnce insured againstby this polcy
(OI in the event the insured lender has acquired the estate or interestin rhe
mannerdenoted or Section 2Ia) ot theseConditionsand Stpulations orhas conveyed
the lie, thnthe t.bility ot the Companysha continue as set eth in,Section7(a)of
tihes Coenens and Stotabors
(c) The liability of the Companyunder this policy to an insuredowner Of the
estateor interestin theland describedin ScheduleA shallriotexceed the leastni
i) theAmountof Insurancestated inSchedule
A.or.
ii) the difterencebetweenthe value of the insured estateor interest as
insured and the vau of the insuredestate or interest subjectto the detet. ten or
encturbrarce insuredagainstby thispai.
(d) The Coerpanywill pay ory these costs. atornys' fees ay expenses
mcrnedin accoance witsh
Section4 enoese ConditionsandStpulations
B.
LIMM'AT1ON
OFLIABILTY.
(a) It the Companyestablishis the title, or removes the allegedcatel, lien or
enCortbranco.
orcorns thetack of a dght of accessto or from Me tand.or curestheclaim
ot uoemarlietaoi
lty of te, orOtherwiseestalohes theIrenof the insuedimortgage. all as
insured. in a reasonablyodligentmanner by any mettod, mctiing litigationand the
coneiehien of any appeals thereroor, it shall have fully pedormedits Obligations
with
respecttothat Matter andshall cotbe liablefor anyloseordamageCaused
thereby.
()
In the event of any litigation.includinglitigationby the Companyor withthe
Companys consent. Me Coernany shall have no liabilityfor loss or damageunfilthere
hasbeen a
a deteminationby a cou' of competent lutcsolon,aye dispeion of all
aPtiegls thererom, adverseto the ttle. or.
applic.able,to the lien of the insured
mongage. as insled.
Ic) Te Companyshelyot he liable for loss ordamageto anyinsuredfor liabiity
volntoanlyassued by the inured in setliog any claim or sit ithout Ie gro wroten
c
eet of tMeCompany.
(d) The Company Shall not be liable to an insred tenant for
I any
indebtedness
created subsequent to Date OtPolicyexcepttor advancesmade to potect
Thelien of the insuredmoigage and securedthereoyand reasonaoleamounts
epended
o preventdetenoationof in rovements; or () constructionloan advancesmade
subsequent to Date of Poicy. except constucion loenadvances madesubsequent to
Date of Potty 'or the purpose of financig in uole or in part thecortsution of an
improvementto the land whichat Date of Policy were Securedby the insuredmortgage
and wbich the insuredwas and coniued! to be obligatedto advanceat andafterDate of

Policy.

5.
REDUCTION OF INSURANCE; REDUCTION OR TERMINATION OF
LIABILITY.
la) At payments under tis p icy. except paymentsmadetot costs. altOrreys'
feesandexpgenses, shalf reducethe amountof insurance pm tarto. Hoener. as to an
insuredlender.anypaymentsmadepior toMe acquisiio of te o te estate o inceret
as Provded In Section 2(a) of tere Cantrisons ad Stiotaaionssb.
am reevee re
sito the amout of insurance affeed under tis poiy as to anysuct insured.except to
the extent that ore Paynentsreducethe amountor the indebtedness secured by be
ensured
meorgage
(b) Paymentin Padby anypason en thepincipal Of Tme
in btednes. or any
other Obtgatio secued by the msured
Mortgage,o anyvol toaryparial satisfaoionor
release of Me insured morgage, to the extent O the Payment. suatistatocoor release,
shat reducethe amount
of insurancepro tare The aneountofinsurance maythereafter
be increased by ucnClig interest and advances
made to protecNt teen of the ntsred
otedgageayd secored thereby, ctl Intest thereon. provided r ye e-erd sal the
amountof insurancebe geater Mainthe Annt
ofInsurance stated in ScheduleA
(c) Paymeem
in full by any personor the voluntarysatistachion or releaseof the
insuredmongage shal termnateaI trabiityof theCompanyto an insed leter except
as Printed inSection21a)of theseCouditonsandSinotatens
ta.
LIABILITY
NONCUMULATIVE
11is expresslyunderstood that the amoun oteinsuranceunder eNsPoiy shall be
redued by any amountthe Companymaypay underany pue asuring a mortgageto
Whichexceptr is takenin Schedule B oi to wic the insuredhss agreed, assumd,or
eoken
subject. or wch e hereafterenecued by an insuredandwhich ma Charge or lien
an the estie or interestoesoried or referredtou ScheduleA, ane Tm courtso Paid
shal e dneeoeo
a payment unoerItis policyto Theinsuredowne
The proors4ns of this Section shall not applyto an insured lender,uness sucs
mooured
acures tile to saidestate or interestin satisfaction
of the indebteisess Secured
by an utteredmortgage.
11.
PAYMENTOFLOSS.
(a) No payment
shal be madewnthoulproducingthis policy for endorsement
ol
tie payment unless the penCyhas been lostor destryed, in ehich case graosof lossor
leSbuction shallbe tornshed to thecatstacton of the Company
(b) When liabilityand the extent of loss or damagehas been definitely ixed in
iccodansewiththeseConditionsand Stipulations,the es or damageShagtbe payable
mtn 30 days thoreaser.

SUBROGATION
UPONPAYMENT
OR SETTLEMENT.
(l Th Company's Rightof Subrogation.
Whenever theCompanyshal have settled and pad a claim undertts potlcy,al
right of subtegation shal vest in the Companyunaftecteoby any act o the insured
claimant
12.

The Companystat he subrogatedto and be entted to all ightsand remedies
which the insuredclaimantwouldhavehad againstanypersonor properlyitnrespct to
the claim hac MIs policy not been issued It requestedby the Company.Th insure
Claimat shal ansfer to the Companyal rights and remntmsagainstany personor
Dropedyrecessury in Orderto perfect INS fight of subogaton The insuredclaimant
Shall permitthe Companyto ste. comprommieor senlt in the nameof Ure insured
claimant and to use the name f the insured caimant in any trancastionor I tigaton
invol ng theserightsor remedies
If a Payment an accout of a claim does notfu y coer me loss
u
the insured
Claimant.
the Cmoany shall be subrogaled(i) as 10an insured elr, to alt rights and
remediesn the uroportionwhich the Company'spaymenthearsto Me whle amountOf
the loss, and fil) as to an insure tender, to all rights and remediesOf tre insured
claimat afterthe insuredclaimant shal have recoveredits proncipal,
iteres, andcosts
ofcollection
It lossshouldresul from any act of the insuredcraiman.as statedabove,thatacl
shallnot void this potoy. but the Company,in that event, shall e requiredto payonly
that pad of anytosses insuredagainst by this poly whch shal emeed Tm amount.i
any. lost Sothe Companyby reason of the inpairment by Ire insured claunardent
t
Company's rigt or subrogaton
(b) TheInsursds Rightsand Limllctons.
Nohihstarldg the toregoing. Te owner of the Indebtedness sesured
by an
insured mortgage,provided the pioity ot the her of the insured mortgageor its
enforceaolty at not afected, mayrelease or substte the personaliability'l anydebtor
er guarantor,or extend
or orherv.se inodiy the teenso5paymer, or releasea porionof
the estate or interesttromthe ien of the insured mocgage.or releaseany colateral
.ounly for the indebtedness
When Me permitted actsof the insuredClaimantoco and Me ensuredhas
knowledge of any claim of bhe or interestadverse to the bile i the estateor interest or
the pnorltyor entorceability1 the lien of an insuredmogage, as inuored, theCompany
shall be requiredto pay onlythat pac of any lossesinsuredagainstby tIS pocy whinh
shat exceed the amount.
i any. lostto the Companyby reason
OfTe irpairmeor by the
insuredclaimaraof the Conopanys
dght ofsurogabon.
() TheCompany's
Rights Against Non-insouedObligors.
The Companysrgt of suobrogation
againstconinsuredobliges Snall exis and
Shallinctlude.wthout Imitation.the rights of Mreinsuredto inenures, guaranties.other
poliies ot insurance or bonds,notwithstending any terms or Conditenscontaioed in
those restrumemswhicbpeoie fhrsubrogaron rightsby reasonof this poicy.
The Companyts
right o subrogation Shall M be avoied by acquisition
ot an
insured Martgageby an obligorfexcept an obligerdescibed in Section l(a)(ii)of these
Conditions and Solutahens) who acquires the ioured mogage as a result o1 an
indemnity. guarantee. other policy ol insusance,or bondand Me obligor wnl ot e an
insured underthis poiny, norvartstrmng Section l(a)(I) of these Conditionsand
Stuolatlcos
13,
ARBITRATION.
Unless proiobitedby Applicablelaw. either th Company or the insuredmay
demand arbitrationpursuant to the Title Insurance Aainton Rules of ore American
ArbitrahonAssocation. Arbirable matters may include,but are cot sied to, any
tofdrvesy or clarm between the Companyand the insuredansng out of or retatingto
thispuliey. any service
of theCompanyin connectioneat its issuanceor the breac of a
policy provision
or other obligation. AI arbirable matem ten the Amoun of Insuance
is $1.00.3O( or less shat be arbitratedat the otion of eiher the Companyor te
insared 01 amtable mattersnthenthe Amount
of insuance is inexcess of $1,00.t0i
shal be arbitratedonlywhen agreedto by both theCompanyand the insured. Arbitration
pursuant to this pocy and underthe Rules in effect on the date the demandlor
atitraion is made or. at the opton of the Insured,the Ruolesin efeo at Date of Poliey
nhal be bindingupon te partes. The awardmayincludeantweys'feestny i tmelaws
of Thestate in which the land is located penlit a Courtto awardatorneys*fees to a
prunairig puny Judgmentuponthe awardrenderesby the Atbrators) maybe entered
in anycourthavig jurisdition thereof.
The law of the situs of the land sha apply to an arbitration
underthe Toe
insurance Arbitration
Rules
A copy of the Rulesmaye obtained om the Companyupon request.
14.
LIABILITYLIMITEDTOTHISPOLICY: POUCYENTIRECONTRACT.
(a) This poliy together with as eniorsemects. i any. atached ceretoby the
CompanyIs the estle poty ad contract betweenthe inued ad the Cosirny
in
ofepretutgany i-tison , tes Poiy, thi policy shal be constun as a wote.
(b) Any Clam al lossor damage,whetheror not based on neofigen. and wn
arses out of the status of MteloenOfte insuredmogage orof the te to theestate or
interest Coveredherebyorby any action asserng such Crm. shal be restrictedto this
pey
(C No amendmentof or endorsementto this pliy can e madeexceptby a
coung enromeal hereonor attached hereto signed by either the Presnct a Vice
Presiden, the Secretary. an Assistant Secretary. or valitatno officetto anthorized
signatory of the Copainy.
15.
SEVERABILITY.
In Me esent any provisionOf the pony is held invaiedo unentorceableunder
applicabletaw, the oicy shall be deemed cot to incloe that orovisen arid all other
provisions shall remain infell forceand effect
16.
NOTICESWHERE SENT.
All notios tequied to e given te Corpany and any statement in writing
requiredt he furnishedthe Comuany shaginctudetheNumberof INSpolinyand shal be
addressed to. ConsumerAffairsDepartment,P0. Box 27567. Richmond,Virgina
23261-7567.
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V.

Appendix C. California's Standard Form CLA Policy
Owner's Policy of Title Insurance

ISSUED
BY
CO O Nt-,Lr INS TrLE INSUitC" COM N

OWNER'S POUCY OF TrTu

INSURANCE

Commonwealth

SUBJECT TO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE, THE EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE CONTAINED IN SCHEDULE B AND
THE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS, COMMONWEALTH LAND TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY. a Penrsylvania corporation, herein
called the Company. insures, as of Date of Policy shown in Schedule A, against loss or damage, not exceeding the Amount of Insurance stated
in Schedule A, sustained or incurred by the insured by reason of:
Title to the estate or interest described in Schedule A being vested other than as stated therein;
Any defect in or lien or encumbrance on the title;
Unnukctability of the title;
Lack of a right of accessto and from the land.
The Company will also pay the costs, attorneys' fees and expensesincurred in defense of the title, as inured, but only to the extent provided
in the Conditions and Stipulations.
1.
2.
3.
4.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, COMMONWEALTH LAND TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY has caused itl corporate name and seal to be
hereunto affixed by its duly authorized officers,the Policy to become valid when countersigned by an authorized officer or agent of sheCompany.

COMMONWEALTH LAND TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY

Ates4/7.

A

&Presidet

EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE
The following matters are expresnlyexcluded from the coverage of this policy and the Company will not pay [ss or damage, costs, attorneys'
fees Or eXpenses which vise by reason of:
dmi.g h.itt mr limited to building and woninolaws. ordinances, or regulations)restricting.
g .r
mv
t
lh
"a ) Any,"
:c:rd
.. orvvnct
...
regulating. prohibiting or relating to () the occupancy, use, or enjoyment of the land; lii) the character, dimensions or loeation of any improve.
meut now or hereafter erectedon the land; (ii) a separation in ownership or a change in the dimensions or arm of the land or any parcel of
which the land is or wasa part; or (iN)enironmental protection, or the affect of any violation of theselaws, ordinances or governmental regulations, except to the extent that a notice of the enforcement thereof or a notice of a defect, lien or encumbrance resulting from a violation or
alleged violation affecting the land has been recorded in the public records at Date of Policy.
(b) Any governmental police power not excluded by (a) above. except to the extent that a notice of the exercise thereof or a notice of a defect,
lien or encumbranceresulting from a violation or alleged violation affecting the land has been recorded in thepublic records at Date of Policy.
2. Rights of eminent domain unless notice of the exercise thereof has been recorded in the public records at Date of Policy, but not excluding
from coverage any taking which has occurred prior to Date of Policy which would be binding on the rights of a purchaser for value without
knowledge.
3. Defects, eans, encumbrances,adverse claims or other matters:
(a) created, suffered, assumedor agreed to by the insured claimant;
(b) not known to the Company, not recorded in the public records at Date of Policy, but known to the insured claimant and not disclosed
in writing to the Company by the insured claimant prior to the date the insured claimant became an insured under this policy;
(t) resulting in no loss or damage to the insured claimant;
(d) attaching or created subsequent to Date of Policy; or
(e) resulting in lossor damagewhich would not have been sustained if the insured claimant hadpaid value for the estate or interest insured
by this policy.
4. Any claim. which arises out of the transaction vesting in the Insured the estate or Intenest insured by this policy, by reason of the operation
of federal bankruptcy, state insolvency, or similar creditors' rights laws, that is based on:
(a) the transaction creating the estate or interest insured by this policy being deemed a fraudulent conveyance or fraudulent transfer; or
(b) the transaction creating sheestate or interest insured by this policy being deemeda preferential transfer except where the preferentialtransfer
resuls from the failure:
(i) to timely record the instrument of transfer; or
(ii) of such recordation to impart notice to a purchaser for value or a judgment or lien creditor.

NM I PAl0
ALTAO mer'sPolcy (10/17/92)
Face Page
Form 1190-IA

Valid only if Schedules A and B and Cover are attached
,'sava a,
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FaIl 2001
CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS
1. DEFINITION OF TERMS.
The lillrwng terms when ued in thispolicy mean:
la)"insured": the insurednamed in Schedule A, and, subtject Ie any
rights ir defensesthe Company weuld lavehad against the named insured.
the. who s-cemd iothe inrerest ref the named insured by operaion ref law
as distinguished from purchase incleding, her not limitedto. tes
dislributs.
devisees,
survivors,
perseenalrepresentatives, nextof kin,or
corporate or fiduciary
successors.
it ' insured claimant": an insured
claimingressor damage,
1I "knowledge" or "known": actual knowledge, not censtrceise
knowledgeor notice which may he imputed to an insured by resn of thc
publicrecord,as deined in this policy or any otherrecords which impart
constructive
notieef natters alcolingthe land.
d) "'land" the land describetd o referred to in ScheduleA. and
theretowhich by law constitute real property. The
tmprove'mens affixed
any property beyond the lines
ref the area
term "'land'- does net include
deserihed or referred
toet Shedule A. nrer any right . title, ioerestcate
rr easement in abutting streets, roads, acenues, alleys, lanes. waes er
waterways, but nothing herein shall merdify or limit the otent te whicha
right eelaccesstoand frorm the land i, insuredby this peeic).
(e)"mortgage": mortgage. deed of trusttrust deed err terhr security
tinlruernt
() "'public records" records established understatestarures it Dtef
notice of molter retating
Policy ion thepurpose ofimparting constructive
to real property to purchasers
frer valueand without knowledge With
rospect to SoctionIa) li9 of the Exclusions From Coverage, "puhic
rcords" shell else incide environmental protection liens liled in the
recordnof theicerk ofthe Unied States distrit court forthe districe in
which the land is]cated.
(g)"iunmarketability of the title":
an alleged or apparent matter affeeting
the title trtheland. notesoludedor exceptedfrom coverage,
which would
A a he
entitle i purchaser
of the estate
or interest described in Slchedule
released from the obligation to purchase by virtueof a contracual
condition
requiring
the delivery
.1 markohetab title.
CONTINUATION OF INSURANCE AFTER CONVEYANCE
OF TITLE.
The coverageofthis policy shall
continueinforceas of Date of Policy in
favor of an insured
only solong as the insuredretains an estate or interest
in the land. or holds an indebtedness secured by a purchase money
mortgage given b a purchaserfrom the insured, or only so long as the
insured
shall haveliability by reason of covenants of warranty made by the
inslred in any transfer or connveyane of theestate or interes. Thispolicy
shall notcontinue in force in favorof any purchaser from the insured of
an indobtedness
securedby
either
(i)an estate or interest
in the land. or (ii)
a purchasemoney mortgage givento the insured.
2.

3.NOTICE OF CLAIM TO BE GIVEN BY INSURED CLAIMANT.
The insured
shall nolifythe Company promptil inaFiting (it in case of
any litigation as setforthinSertion 4(atbelow, liIn
case knosedge shall
which is
wierent
come en an insuredhereunder of any claim or title or
adverseto rhe title to the estate or inercs,as insured, and which mrghI
hy virtue of
causeloss or damage fgrwhich the Company may he liable
this polcy, or (iii)
if title to rho estate or interest, as insured.
is rejected as
unmarketable. If primpi notice shall not
ie
given itthe Comrpany. then as
to rheinsuredall liabirty of the Company shall terminate with regard to
the matter or matters for which prompt notice is required:
provided.
however, that failure
to notify theCompany shall irno case prejudice
the
rights ref any insured under this policy unless the Compan shallhe
preudicedby the failure
and then onlyto the esent of the prejudice
4. DEFENSE AND PROSECUTION OF ACTIONS; DUTY OF
INSURED CLAIMANT TO COOPERATE.
(a) Upon writen equestty the insuredand subjee it rhe options
contained in Section 6 of these C onditins and Stipulations.
the Compets
at its own cost and withoutunreasrenahle delay shall provide for the
defense eIlan reind in ittigot ,, in whiII any third partyasIers claim
adverse to the title or interest as insured, bUtory -r a those stated causes
of actionalleging a defect, lien or encumbranceer other matter insured
against
by this policy.
The ('ompany shallhave theright tee select counsel
of its ehoice (subjec
to eit right of the insuredto objrcifir leasonahie
ca useto represent
the insuredas to Ihose stated causces
el action and shall
not he liable
for and wit not pay rhe fees of any olhee counsel The
be lie insured
Company will non pay any fees* cots or expenses incurred
in the defense of those causesof actionwhich allege mailerstro insured
against by this policy.
(h)1 he Company shall have the right, at is own eost, to institute
and
prosecute
any actionor prieediog or to do an other ac which in irs
opinionmay he necessary or desirabc to establish thetitle to the estate or
interest. as insured, or to prevent or reduce loss or damage to the itnured.
The Comrpany may takeany appropriate action under the ers
of this
hereunder, and strait no, Ihereby
poey, whether or not it shall le liable
of this policy If the Company
concede liability
or waive any provision
shall exercise its
rights under this paragraph, it shall deeso diligently.

o Whenever the Compan, shadl have brough an aclion or itterposed a
defense as reuired or Permittd h ihe preoviens of this policy the
Company may pursue any litigation to final determination by a court of
competent jurisdcelion and expreviliy reserves he righi. in it sie dcr rn.
Itoappeal Irom any adverse tudgmen er order.
tho
pitye
t
I"
I
dl In all caseswhere his polity perNtisIrr te
prosecute o, provide for the deictiseof :ii actitnti e prrceedig. the
insured shall secure Io the ('onipany the right It sy provcurc or provide
dele ose in the action or proceeding. and all appeals therein, and peenit the
('ontipni tei use at its option tire name of the inred ilt Iris purpose.
Witnevcr requesed by the Compay. the neatled, at the Conpanrt'5
e'pen"'
'hall give the (-inipany all revonahle aid (i) in any aciti ir
prceeding. seesring Os'idec,. rbluining witeses. prosecuting or
detfndrig rhe action or prtreeding, er electing settlment. and fii) it any
ether lJiti act which in the opinion (if the C(rimplt
may he ncesvvary (I
dosirahic Io establish the title Ih te estate or interest ;is insured If the
Conipany iv prejudiced by the failare tf Ilt insured it, furnish the rcquired
the inr ed under the poilicy
coerpraltorn the Companyse bligations
shall rerminate. inladig any iiability it obhvalio It defend. priscuie, rr
ctinrlue any litigation. with regard to the mailer ri matllts requiring such
coopera.to
5. PROOF OF LOSS OR DAMAGE.
in additton to and after the notices reqaired under Seiin 3 ol these
Coidirions and Stipulations have been provided the Coipany. a perof of
less or daagc signed and suorn It by the insurd clainrarit shall ho
fcrnished to the Compare within 90 days after Ile insured claimant shall
ascertain the facts giving rise t<othe loss or damage. The prool of Ies Ir
damage shall dernhe the defecl in. or lien or encumbrance in he title, or
other mater Insured againo by this policy which constitutes the basis if
loss or damage and shall stait. in, the extent possible, the basis of
calculating the amount of the loss ir damage' If the Company is prejudiced
bt the lailurc of the insured claimant io provide the required proof of less
or damage, the Compls obligations to the insured under the policy shall
terminate, including any liability or obligation to defend, prosecute. ir
cantirue any litigation, with regard to the matter or matters requiring such
proof of loss or damage

In addition, the insured claimant may reasi.asbly Ito required to bmi
to examinatio
under oath h any athrired enpreientative of the
Company and shar produce for examination. inspection and copyig, at
such reasonable times and places is may he designated hi arty authorized
representative of the Comrpani. all records, hoks, ledgers. checks.
correspondence arid emoranda. whether hearing .t date before or after
Date of Policy. which reasonably pertain to rho loss or damage. Futther, if
requested by an) authored reiesenralive if the Company . tie isured
claimant shall grant its permission. in writing, for any authoried
reprcsenalive ref the Company t examine . inspect and copy all reiords.
botks. ledgers. checks. correspondence and memoranda in the cusrody or
control of a third party. which reasenably pertain to the loss or damage
All information designated as confidential by the insured claimant provided
i) tihe Company pursuant to this Section shall not be disclosed to others
unless. ire the reasonable judgement of the Company. it is necessary in the
adninistration of ithe elim. Faiture of the insured clainan to subint fy,
c'xannatton ceder oath. praduce other reasonathiy requested information
or grant permission to secure reasonably necessary infornarion from third
parties as required in this paragraph shall terminate any liability ref the
Company cnder this policy as Ili that claim.

6. OPTIONS TO PAY OR OTHERWISE SETTLE CLAIMS;
TERMINATION OF LIABILITY.
In case of a claim nder this policy. the Company shall Ite the following
additional opttons:
(alTo Pay er Tender Payment if the Amount of Insuraree.
To pay or lender payeonl r
Iofheamroun of insuetner uder
theepoliy together with ant crisis, attorneys" fees and cxxcs incurred he
the irevred lalimant. which were atetlrled by the cIonpany. up io the
time of payllant rer tender rf payieni and which the (orpan is ohligared ir,
pey
Upi the
e
by he i 'empany ref this regto, ap
I liabilits and
ihgations t the insured cnder this perley. other than Ire make the
paymenl required. shall torminate. including ane hahilt, r obligation ire
defcnd, prosoeore orctuetoeu any litigation. ard the policy .hall he
surrendered to tie t'iipan.

tor canoeliation

lit To Pay or Otheriweso Settle With Paries oiher than the Invured or

With Ihe l r d (larni
retieOpa) er oiheres.isettle

bwihohe parties gotI.. u the Bou,
.nis red claimant ame clate insred againist under this pehc. wtgeithe
with ay ctsts. atreys" lees aind expeses inciroed be the insroed
claimant which were authotied by the Company upt
teime of payment
and whilh the Company is obhgled topry or
(it) to pay or otherwise settle with Ihe Insured laiinejm the Ites ir
damage provided for under this policy. together with ane costs, attorneys'
Iees and espenses incurred is the invred claimant which were authorized
b) the 'oepai1) up tO the time of payment and which the Corpane in
obligarod to pa.
IUpon the exercise by the Company of either of the options provided for
in paragraphs (b)i) or Iiih the Company's obligarions to the insured under
thi policy tor the claimed loss or damage. ther than tihe paments
requited is be made. shall termnate,. ir.elcudng ant. liabiltyr obligation to
delend, posecute or continue an) irrgation.
i
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CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS
(Continued)
7. DETERMINATION, EXTENT OF LIABILITY AND COINSURANCE.
This policy is a contract of indemnity against actual monetary loss or
damage sustained or incurred by the insured claimant who has suffered loss
or damage by reason of matters insured against by this policy and only to
the extent herein described.
(at The liability of the Company under this policy shall not exceed the
least of:
(i) the Amount of Insurance stated in Schedule A; or.
(it) the difference between the value of the insured estate or interest as
insured and the value of the insured estate or interest subject to the defect.
lien or encumbrance insured against by this policy.
(b In the event the Amount of Insurance stated in Schedule A at the
Date of Policy is less than go percent of the value of the insured estate or
interest or the full consideration paid for the land, whichever is less, or if
subsequent to the Date of Policy an improvement is crected on the land
which increases the value of the insured estate or interest by at least 2t)
percent over the Amoun of Insurance stated in Schedule A. then this
Policy is subject to the following:
(i) where no subsequent improvement has been made. as to any partial
loss, the Company shall only pay the lhss pro rata in the proportion that
the amount of insurance at Date of Policy bears to the total value of the
insured estate or interest at Date of Policy; or
(ii) where a subsequent improvement has been made. as to any partial
loss, the Com pany shall only pay the loss pro eata in the prportin that
120 percent af the Amount of Insurance stated in Schedule A bears to the
sum of the Amount of Insurance stated in Schedule A and the amount
expended for the improvementThe provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to costs, attorneys fees
and expenses for which the Company is liable under this policy, and shall
only apply to that portion of any loss which exceeds, in the aggregate, 10
percent of the Amount of Insurance stated in Schedule A.
(c The Company will pay only those costs, attorneys' fees and expenses
incurred in accordance with -etiot 4 of these Conditions and Stipulations.
8. APPORTIONMENT.
If the land described in Schedule A consists of two or more parcels
which are not used as a single site. and a loss is established affeetg one or
more of the pancels but not all. the loss shall be computed and sectled an a
pro rata basis as if the amount of insurance under this policy was divided
pro rata as to the value on Date of Policy of each separate parcel to the
whole. exclusive of any improvements made subsequent to Datc of Policy,
unless a liability or value has otherwise been agreed upon as to each parcel
by the Company and the insured at the time of the issuance of this paliy
and shown by an express statement or by an endorsement altarhed to this
policy.
9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
(a) If the Company establishes the title, or removes the alleged defect,
lien or encumbrance, or cores the lack of a right of access to or from the
land, or cures the claim of unmarketabifity of title, all as insured, in a
reasonably diligent manner by any method, including litigation and the
completion of any appeals therefrom, it shall have tally performed its
obligations with respect to that matter and shall not be liable for any loss
or damage .a-sd thereby.
(by In the event of any litigation, including litigation by the Company
or with the Company's consent, the Company shall have no liability for
loss or damage until them has been a final determination by a court o
competent jurisdiction, and disposition of all appeals therefrom. adverse to
the title as insured.
Ic) The Company shall not he liable for loss or damage to any insured
for liability voluntarily assumed by the insured in settling any claim or suit
without the prior written consent of the Company.
10. REDUCTION OF INSURANCE; REDUCTION OR TERMINATION
OF LIABILITY.
All payments under this policy, except payments made for costs,
attorneys' fees and expenses, shall reduce the amount of the insurance pri
tanto
11. LIABILITY NONCUMULATIVE
It is expressli understood that the inount of insurance undej this policy
shall he tedaced by any amount the Cinpan may pais undei an pticy
insuring a mortgage to which exception is taken in Schedule B ot to which
the insured tas agtced. assumed. or taken sulect, ot which is heteafici
executed by an insured and which is a charge or lien on the estate cr interest
described i sefeired to in Schedule A. aid the arnount so paid shall be
deenied a payment under this PImlicy to the insued owner
12. PAYMENT OF LOSS.
(a) No payment shall be madewithioui producing his pxilics fro endorsement
o the payment unless the polie has been lost co destroyed, inn hich caseproo
of loss or destruction shall be furnished to the satisfaction if The Compan).

(h When liability and the extent of loss or damage has hnen definitely
fixed in accordance with these Conditions and Stipulations, the loss o
damage shall he payable within 30 days thereafter,

13. SUBROGATION UPON PAYMENT OR SETTLEMENT.
la) The Company's Right of Subrogation.
Whenever the Company shall have settled and paid a claim under this
policy, all ight of subrigatisin shall vest in the Company unaffected by
any act o) the insured claimant.
The Company shall bw subrogated to and he entitled to all rights and
crmedieswhich the insured claimant would have had against any peeson or
property in respect to the claim had this policy not been issued. It
requested by the Company, the insured claimant shall transfer to the
Company all rights and remedies against any person or property necessary
in order to perfect this right of subrogtlion. The insured claimant shall
permit the Company to sue. cepromtise or settle it, the name if the
insued claintat atd to use the name of the insured claimant in any
transaction or litigation invoing these rights at remedies.
If a payment on account of a claim does not full) cover the loss of the
insured claimant, the Company shall be subrogated to these rights and
remedies in the poiptrtion which the Company's payment bears to the
whole amount of the loss.
If loss should result from any act of the insured claimant, as stated
above, that act shall not void this policy. but the Company. in that event.
shall be required to pay only that part of asy lasso' insured against by this
policy which shall exceed the amount, if any, lost to the Company by
reason of the impairment by the insured claimant of the Company's right
of'subrogation.
(b The Company's Rights Against Nin-insured Obligors.
The Company's right of subrogation against non-insurd obligors shall
exist and shall include, without limitation. the rights of the insured to
bonds.
policies of insurance or
guaranties, other
indemnities,
notwitlistsding any terms at cotditions contained in those instruments
which provide for subrogation rights by reason of this policy.

14. ARBITRATION
Unless prohibited by applicable law, either the Company or the insured
may demand arbitration pursuant to the Title Insurance Arbitration Rules
of the American Arbitration Association. Arbitrable matters may include.
but arc not liited to any controversy or claim between the Company and
the insured arising out of or relating to this policy, ant service of the
Company in connection with its issuance or the breach of a policy
'roxioeor other ohligaiion. All arbitrable matters when the Amount of
ttxurance is S1.00,tl0 or less shall be arbitrated at the option of either the
Company or the insured All arbitrable matters when the Amount of
Insurance is in excess of Sl.,000.000 shall be arbitrated only when agreed to
by both the Company and the insured. Arbitration pursuant to this policy
and under the Rules in effect on the date the demand for arbitration is
made or. at the option of the insured, the Rules in effect at Date of Policy
shall be binding upon the parties. The award may include attorneys' fees
only if the laws of the state in which the land is located permit a court to
r eator....may be enterd in any roar hang
t.nderd by t
jurisdiction thereof
The law of the situs of the land shall apply to an arbitration under the
Title Insurance Arbitration Rules.
A copt of the Rules may be obtained from the Company upon request.

16. LIABILITY LIMITED TO THIS POLICY; POLICY ENTIRE
CONTRACT.
(a) This policy together with all endorsements, if any, attached hereto
by the Company is the entire polics and contract beitweenthe insured and
the Company In interpreting any provision of this policy, this policy shall
be construed as a whole
(b) Any claim of loss or damage, whether or not based on negligence.
and which arises out of the status of the title to the estate or interest
covered hemby or by ainy action asserting such claim. shall be restricted to
this policy.
(c) No aniendment of or endorsement to this policy can be made
except by a writing endorsed hereon or attached hereto signed by either the
President. a Vice President. the Secretary, an Assistant Secretary. or
iaidating officer or authori ed signatory of the Compass,

16. SEVERABILITY.
In the event an) provision o the policy is held invalid or unenforceable
under applicable law, the policy shall be deemed not to include that provision and all othei provisions shall remain in full force and effect.
17. NOTICES, WHERE SENT.

All notices required to he given theCompany autd any statementin writing required
to e fumished die Company shall include the number of this policy andshall be
addressedto: Consumer Affairs Department. P.O. Box 27567, Ricmond, Virginia
23261-7567.
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Appendix D. Application for Title Insurance

on Mexico Land

LAWYERS TITLE INSURANCE CORPORATION

APPLICATION FOR TITLE INSURANCE ON MEXICO LAND
The following information and title documents are requested to process your
application.
1. Copies of the following documents, standard for real property sales in
Mexico, which can be supplied by the Seller and/or your Mexican attorney.
o Property's current deed of title or conveyance (Escritura) filed with local
Public Registry of Property (Registro Publico de Propiedad).
" Certificate of Freedom of Liens and Encumbrances (Certificado de Libertad
de Gravamenes) no older than 90 days issued by the corresponding Public
Registry of Property (Registro Publico de la Propiedad).
z Property tax and water payment receipts for the past 5 years, if available.
D Property survey (if survey coverage is requested)
2. Name, Address, Telephone & Fax Numbers, and Contact for Proposed
Insured(s):
Proposed Insured:
Contact:

Address:
Phone:
Fax :
3.

Name, Address, Telephone & Fax Numbers, and Contact of attorney
representing the Proposed Insured in the transaction:
Law firm:

Attorney:
Address:
Phone :
Fax :

4.

Name, Address, Telephone & Fax Numbers for current owner of property:
Name:

Contact:
Address:
Phone :
Fax :
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5.

Description, size, location and use of the Real Property to be insured:
Legal Description or address

City/State in Mexico:
Use of the Real Property :

Size:
6.

Please briefly describe the proposed transaction, estate/interest to be
insured, and whether the Real property will be purchased directly or through a
stock purchase of a controlling entity.
Type of transaction:
Estate to be insured:
Purchase of real property or stock:

7.

Is the Real Property currently held in a trust (fideicomiso)? If so, please
provide Trustee's and Beneficiary's name and address.
Trustee:
Address:
Phone:
Fax:
Beneficiary:
Address:
Phone:

Fax:
8.

When and where is the contemplated transaction scheduled to be
completed? What is the title commitment due date?
Location of closing:
Closing date:
Title Commitment due date:

9. Policy(ies) requested (Please mark all that apply):

10. Amount of Policy(ies):
Owner: $

Loan: $

US
Owner

Mexican
Loan
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11. Currency for Policy(ies): (Please mark the applicable selection which will
determine the currency for the premium and any claims paid during the life of
the policy).
Mexican Pesos
US Dollars
12. Additional coverages requested by express agreement between the parties,
and payment of an additional premium(s):
___
___
_

Direct Access in the U.S. (no charge)
Foreign ownership limitations
Metes and bounds (survey in a form acceptable to insurance

company, not older than six months is required)
__

13.

14.

Other (please specify)

Special notes and/or instructions:

Applicant affirms that it has no knowledge of any adverse claim or
disputes concerning the title other than matters which appear in the
Public Registry of Property ("Registro Publico de Propiedad").

APPLICATION PLACED BY:
Signature:

Date:

Print Name:

Title:

Company:
Address:
Email:

Telephone #:
Fax #:

*RECEIPT OF THIS ORDER APPLICATION IS NOT A COMMITMENT OR
CONTRACT TO ISSUE THE POLICY(IES) REQUESTED. It is merely the initial
process by which the Company may make its own internal determination of
insurability.
Please return this application to:
LAWYERS TITLE INSURANCE CORPORATION
Attn: Shirley A. Fryman
7557 Rambler Road, Suite 1200
Dallas, Texas 75231
214-346-7251
214-346-7253 FAX
sfryman@,,landam.com

